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PUFACE

This volume reports the proceedings of a conference on special

education held at the University of Oregon from May 6-8, 1970. The

conference participants, who represented many different fields, ad-

dressed themselves to the theme "New Organizational Patterns and De-

livery Systems" in a series of keynote speeches, as well as in group

discussions. The papers included in this volume are copyedited ver-

sions of these keynote addresses.

The conference was sponsored by the National Consortium of Uni-

versities Preparing Administrators of Special Education and by the

University of Oregon, Department of Special Education.

A special acknowledgment is extended to Mr. Kenneth Wyatt of the

U.S. Office of Education for his participation in the conference. Re-

grettably, his paper could not be included in this volume.



INTRODUCTION

Recently, educators and graduate students representing many fields

of education met at the University of Oregon to attend the Second Insti-

tute of the National Consortium of Universities Preparing Administrators

of Special Education, The theme of the conference was "New Organiza-

tional Patterns and Delivery Systems," and the various presenters, few

of whom were special educators, centered on such topics and issues as

accountability, relevance, integration of subsystems, individualize'

instruction, diagnostic-prescriptive teaching, systems analysis, instruc-

tional technology, differentiated staffing, creativity in the classroom,

voucher systems, and others. Accountability, relevance, and integration

of the handicapped were at least three well-known themes running through

the various presentations,

William Deterline framed a vital issue for the Institute in the

form of three questions. "At som point," he said, "the critical deci-

sion must be made: Is it worth the headaches and problems that accom-

pany a major change? Can we afford not t..o change? Must we avoid change

in order to avoid the risk that the whole structure might collapse?"

Inherent in the development and the utilization of new organizational

These remarks were prepared by Charles Meisgeier, Coordinator of
the Special Education Administration Program at the University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, and the following students: Larry Marrs, Robert
Moore, and Robert Swanson.
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patterns and delivery systems is the need for change in the system.

How does a system effect .hinge? How does it respond to its own fail-

ure, and how does it accomplish or even establish its own goals? To

effect change, some understanding of systems is imperative.

Closed and Adaptive Systems

F. Lee Brissey, a systems analyst, characterized systems as fall-

ing along a continuum ranging from closed to adaptive. Generally, sys-

tems fall into one of three characteristic types on this continuum:

the closed system, the homeostatic system, or the adaptive system.

The closed system tends to be unaware of the consequences of its

interaction with its environment. It either refuses tc accept, or it

greatly distorts, feedback results in random behavior (that is, inter-

actions with the system's environment which demonstrate little, if any,

awareness of th.t environment). Because it refuses to be aware of its

environment and cannot plan for ale contingencies of reality, the

closed system proceeds inevitably toward destruction.

The homeostatic system functions primarily to maintain the status

quo. It tends to manage feedback so as to maintain "things as they

are" and iu characterized by defensive, inflexible, and, not infre-

quently, hostile behavior. As environmental contingencies change, the

homeostatic system expends its resources in attempts to maintain be-

haviors that served it under the old environmental contingencies.

This leaves no resources for growth or adaptation. Thus, as environ-

mental contingencies become more complex and/or different, the homeo-

static system tends to regress toward becoming a closed system.



Lie adaptive system attempts to use feedback positively, utilizing

it to map out changes in the environment which, in turn, may require

changes in that system's mode of interacting with its environment. In

other words, the adaptive system accepts all feedback in order to bet-

ter understand the nature of its relationship to its environment,. and

it uses this feedback to make more valid predictions about the conse-

quences of its interactions with its environment. Conscious of all

its goals, the adaptive system moves toward their fulfillment. Realiz-

ing the value of its resources, and those of its environment, the adap-

tive system is able to function in harmony with coexisting systems; it

can move toward its goals with harmony.

Harmony between an adaptive system and its environment is achiev-

ed by finding the proper mix of restraints and freedoms for that par-

ticular system. This implies that, for any given set of goals, and

operating within any environment, a system may be designed to implement

these goals. In short, systems can and do exist in a state of order

with the environment.

Brisk discussions throughout the Institute related to opening

the system up, to integrating it both internally and externally, to

making it more responsive to the needs of its environment, and to or-

dering it so that it would meet its stated goals. Brissey nicely de-

scribed an open, adaptive educational system as one whose goals may be

stated in terms of delivering those gods and services that facilitate

the capacity of the clients themselves to function as adaptive, prob-

lem-solving systems.



The institute pointed up the fact that :_iDecial education finds it-

self in a dilemma not unlike that faced by the general field of educe-

t5-orl. Tile plight of general education was described by A. William

vayyoa: "ducation is life; school is a ruoratorium on life." The

quality and effectiveness of the total educational system is being

deeply challenged in the processional community and by the publ.c at

12-r5e.

RE-_,;:ance, and Integrat-Lon

Three common themes ran through the presentations of the Insti-

tuters speakers, They were accountability, :elevanca, and integration.

/0.3,5untabtZz:t'd in systems is the responsible and fruitful utilization

of sYstelal and environmental resources. Relevance is the successful

rtiaPping of changes in the environment on the system, leading to changes

ire the system itself needed to meet its goals under the new set of en-

vizohmental demands and needs, Integration is the smooth, accurate,

and beneficial flow of information and resources between the subsets

of the system and between that system and coexisting systems. The ac-

tualizatf-orl of these three concepts in the field of education has been

much - tallied- about, but slow and painful, process.

discussions of accountability were peppered wi.th such

statements as, "Much of education could be described as pulpit center-

ed and kaowledge dispensing, in which students do not get focused on

very often, Very little of the so-called innovation in education has

filtered down to where much, if any, difference occurs in students.

AppareiltlY, judging from the data that are already available, there
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are ways of going about educa-oi-- students that are better than the

ways we have been using."

A radical proposal described by Jack 3irch promises to do much to

hasten the demise of closed education systems. he reported on the use

o: voucher systems, 'which would allow school consumers (children and

parents) to choose :1 scooi dependiru: on their own criteria of what a

school should offer. i'erformance contracting with private educational

organizations, where the contract is considered fulfilled only when

the students meet predetermined and specified educational objectives,

should make public school educators, including their university sup-

pliers, take heed. In fact, birch reports that "the move now . , is

toward the purchase of educational diagnosis and instruction. . . we are

moving toward the private sector in the purchasing of services."

:)-estep7s

What forms of adaptive behavior may public schools adopt in order

to remain viable? A number of conference papers discussed types of

adaptive behavior that may need to become a part of an educational sys-

tem's standard operatic procedure. Significant among these concepts

are differentiated staffing, the voucher system mentioned above, per-

formance contracting, precision teaching, instructional technology,

theory Y or Z administration, and a systems analysis approach to the

whole educational process. Nearly all these proposals include the

clearcut identification of instructional goals for the client and opera-

tional goals for the system.

Differntiated staffing was characterized by Robert Gourley as an
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attempt to utilize a wider range of resources in the schools. Resour-

ces are drawn not only from the school environment itself, but also

from the community. Those working in this plan are called on to do

whatever they do best; and an attempt is made to pay them according to

their :.remonstrated competency, not on the basis of their position in

the bureaucratic hierarchy. This type of behavior is clearly adaptive;

it reflects a system's willingness to change internally to meet the de-

mands for increased efficiency, i.e., better teaching. It also i.ndi-

cates that the system is willing to open up, to go outside of its tra-

ditional resources (i.e., the immediate school staff and faculty) and

work with and accept feedback from its environment (the community).

There i-.7Ave been efforts 4n this direction in the past, but many re-

flected what Miles called a "bastardized human relations approach."

These efforts used community resources in a token manner, primarily for

public relations. The Beaverton Plan, as presented to the Institute,

utilizes a variety of resources in a variety of ways to meet its goal--

educating children.

The vou er system, in which the consumer selects the school of his

choice, primarily fosters feedback about a system's interact-1/2n with

its environi'.-nt. If the system is meeting the environmental demands

placed upon it, i.e., providing good, accept-e.ble educational services,

it.enjoys the continued support of that environment. If it fails to

meet the demands, environmental support is withdrawn and the system

perishes. The establishment of an effective voucher system, with its

built-in strict accountability, forces the educational system to either

become more adaptive or go out of business.
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is another manifestation of adaptive be-

havior. To successfully secure and fulfill a performance contract, the

system must (1) realistically determine the needs of each of its clients,

with particular regard to the environmental demands that will be placed

on client; (2) state clearly and specifically the performances it

will deliver to that client, how these perfor:aances will be achieved,

and how they will be validated; and (3) be cognizant of and able to

mobilize the various resources gcrmane to its goi,ls.

ac r. L7'YZ22. is an adaptive system within itself; when fit-

ted into the larger educational system, it becomes an adaptive subsystem.

That is, precision teaching requires identification of the demands made

upon its clients. It than converts these demands into relevant education-

al and behavioral objectives. Constant feedback is sought via the clients'

perfc)rmance. The meaningfulness of objectives nnd the appropriateness of

the strategies designed to achieve them is frequently reviewed. A will-

ingness to change methods and strategies to meet changing environmental

contingencies is imperative.

::.2,:25!)1c-2 uses precision teaching methodology, an

adaptive system itself, supplemented by hardware that increases the ef-

fectiveness of the instruction. The hardware alone, however, should. not

be confused with the adaptive behaviors that determine the effective use

of that hardware. Successful instructional technology requires the in-

tegration. of sound instructional methodology, based on a relevant educa-

tional rationale and curriculum, with appropriate instructional hardware.

Instructional technology exhibits another critical adaptive behavior:
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it recognizes the limits of its effectiveness. It realizes that human

relations skills ar, of its purview, and that the responsi-

bility for the de A Skills will remain with t' r classroom

teacher.

On the whole, emerging administrative patterns were viewed by In-

stitute participants as attempts by administrators to function as adap-

tive systems themselves, to foster adaptive behavior in their organiza-

tions, and to cultivate it in their clients. One of the characteristics

of the adaptive system is its irritability; it is sensitive to changes

in its structure and its environment. William Wayson discussed adap-

tive administrative patterns and their effectiveness in the administra-

tion of an open school in urban Syracuse, New York. The school was open

to the community, to both parents and siblings of the pupils. Interest-

ed members of the community were given free access to the school. Their

feedback was utilized. As a result, the youngsters were receiving an

education based on the demands of their environment, and they were being

prepared to meet the contingencies that future environments will impose

on them. Though it makes no claim to perfection, the Syracuse project

was noted by Wayson as a system exhibiting many adaptive behaviors.

The use of systems analysis in the educational setting reflects

adaptive systems behavior on the part of educational administrators. In

reality, its impact can be felt in many effective types of adaptive be-

havior, for goals need to be identified, success measured, and the eco-

nomic expenditure of both effort and resources studied. For change to

be progress rather than random alteration of behavior, procedures such

as systems analysis need to be employed.
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A Parallel ,S'stem

Special education was developed to meet the needs of children who

were not being served adequately, c. at all by the general education

system. It has become a parallel system, des5-ghed to meet the needs

of some of the population exoLuded from regular education services. As

Duch, it has been segregated from regular education services; segregated

classrooms were established, separate lunch pods were mai'Ltained,

separate recesses were set up, etc. Setting 1.0 parallel systems to

meet needs not being met by the established system is a comoron device

of highly bureaucratic structures.

The parallel system--known as special educationhas grown sub-

stantially since its inception. With its gz09/th has emerged a new pro-

fessionalthe special educator. New professions tend to progress

through a preoiotable developmental sequence, according to Dwight MacDonald.

Special education has not strayed from that sequence. It has developed

professional organizations, professional and Scholarly journals; and, to

some degree, it has adopted the cloak of eliti.aM. Special education ad-

ministration has attempted to establish its ovill theoretical body of

knowledge--an effort Wilienberg has challenged as self- serving. In

short, the professionals in the field of special education have support-

ed the notion and practice of a parallel sYstein

Recer_I articles in Exceptional Children declare that if excep-

tional children are really to be served, the system now responSible for

serving them must be changed; it must become 01 adaptive system. Again,

Deterline's question presents itself to spaciAl- educators as well as to
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general educators: "Must we avoid change to avoid the risk that the

whole structure might collapse?"

The Consor.r. as an Adaptive System

a Na <1 Consortium of Universities T'repari Administrators

of. Special Education itself may be viewed ;Is an adapi;As syytem. This

is evidenced by the occupational range of those who /,fete ,as14ed to speak

at the conference. While university professors were 0.bup.danco, there

was a school principal who stated that a man who has Ps5peó the con-

cepts of administration can administer anything. A sAo01 5uDerinten-

dent stressed the use of outside resources in public 911001 cla6srooms

and planned his differential staffing patterns around the cOnclept that

"staff utilization should be based upon teacher compece and respon-

sibility to help students achieve behavioral objectj,v," Onjversity

students, while not on the official speakers list, -maA 0.1t,451?-lves heard

and felt throughout the conference.

Consortium Report

In the preface to the report of the 1969 Natio/10'1 Cotife-tence of

Colleges Preparing Administrators of Special Educatj,00- Lenard Lucito

viewed that Conference's efforts as primarily positi,v03 notin,% what he

considered to be three significant milestones: (1) tyl-e afkillation of

the consortium with the University Council for Educat5,°11a1 Aciircinistra-

tion (UCEA); (2) the continued shared responsibility c)t both doctoral

students and university faculty members in the develof"ht of training

programs, not only at the various colleges and univerties, but also
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in the consortium activities themselves; and (3) the continued sharing

of ideas among the various training programs involved.

Events at the Eugene conference indicate that special education

:s are not willing to a.Jid change to avoid the risk that

.,-ructure as a parallel system might collapse. Three acts

confirm that unwillingness. First, the affiliation of the consortium

with UCEA. Second, the expanded exchange of information between gen-

eral and special educators. Third, the dialogue between special and

regular educators centered around the integration of the handicapped

into the regular or main system.

The first point cannot be passed over lightly. If, as is strong-

ly indicated, administrative leadership is a critical factor in change,

then the most appropriate and potent place to begin that process of

change is at the top leadership level. This applies particularly to

the future leaders in the field of education. The vehicle most able to

influence this change is UCEA, for it has impact on all school adminis-

trators, not just special education administrators. The affiliation

with UCEA means that special education is reaching out, risking its

present structure in order to become a more viable, adaptive component

of the educational system.

Conciu8ion

No summary of the consortium activities for the past year would be

complete without recognizing and commending Marty Martinson for the out-

standing job he and his students and the Consortium Executive Committee

have done to make this conference a success. Their efforts constitute an
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immense contribution to the growth and development of the Consortium.

Are the goals of special education any different from the goals

of regular education? Special educators are no longer talking to them

selies. They are gaining the ear and tapping the resources of other

educator and they are bringing their own resources into the whole of

general education. The parallel system of special education has, de-

spite its many shortcomings, produced information and methodologies that

should prove valuable to the whole field of education as well as pro-

viding educational strategies for meeting the needs of the exceptional

child. Much of the work in individually prescribed instruction (IPI),

precision teaching, and educational diagnosis originates in special edu-

cation's parallel system. The transfer of the responsibility for learn-

ing from the student to the educational syStem has strong support among

special educators. The special educator does not come empty handed into

larger.system of general education.

The demands on both, the general field of education and on special

education have forced both of those systems to begin to open up, not

only to each other, but also to the demands and needs of an ever more

complex, rapidly changing environment. How can we escape the necessity

and the inevitability of becoming more adaptive?



DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT

Ted Ward

Although my involvement with special education has been fairly

recent and my experience with administration rather slight, I believe

I share some of the interests and concerns of this group, which I trust

we will be able to explore together. This will perhaps set the scene

for more careful and deliberate studies as the conference proceeds.

Several years ago, when Lou Alonso and I wrote the proposal for

the Instructional Materials Center (IMC) that we developed at Michigan

State University (MSU), it was our intention-- reflected in the pro-

posal--to find ways to bring together the forces in the behavioral

sciences to provide more promising Solutions to the problems of delivel-

ing instructional services. Specifically, we wanted to find a way to

combine some of the interests and efforts in the College of Education

that were directed toward instructional systems design with the forces

that had been long-standing in special education in order to really

accomplish something in the improvement of education for handicapped

children. The IMC that the Bureau for Education of the Handicapped

established at MSU has been operating since its establishment among

that first group of centers. Our first job was to obtain some insight

Ted Ward is Director of the Institute for Research in Human
Learning at Michigan State University.
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and understanding about the nature of instructional materials centers

and the concept of delivery systems in the educational world at that

time.

Looking over the field, we made some interesting

would like to share some of our conclusions with you. We discovered

that the delivery of instructional resources was largely at the stage

of development represented in the pipeline model shown in Fig. 1:

great ideas and innovations were somehow funneled into a pipeline,

which served as the delivery system to the classroom. Looking mule

closely, we discovered some things that were not very encouraging. For

Clever
Things

Innovations

Great
Ideas

The Pipeline

Hot
Stuff

Last
Words

Gimmicks

The
Classroom

How to make the model work :
I. Scrape something up.
2. Shovel it in.
3. Shove it along.
4. Pray.

Fig. l--Pipeline model of the delivery of instructional resources



instance, some of the things being shoveled into the system were Fim-

micks and unproven bright idea- Af' _,2.ful analysis, we

15

discovered imbedded in this mcdel a concept of how to make it work:

First you scrape up sclething; then you shovel it in and 'hove it along;

and, finally, v pre7; This seemed to be rather typical of what was

being ('.one wit: instrLtional cielivery systems.

There seem:ad not be much thought, at least within the areas we

surveyed, about the deLinitiom of the roles and functions within

instructional resource delivery systems. Perhaps this was too strong

a condemnation; -7)ut of course we are wrilling to share in the condemna-

tion, since some c us have not moved the whole process along all that

much since!

As we start c f thfLs conference, in whicZ we are asked to look at

new concepts of tt-:,9 ore an zatiL:n and ,.elivery of instructional services

for handicapped children, it might be useful to look at some of the

thins a systems analys-is view of education allows us to do, and at

SOV8 of the consequence of taking a systems analysis view. Most of

yo.1 are well ahead of as far as knowing what systems design means for

eiu;:ational administrat: ,n, so I will only attempt to add some observa-

tions and propositions about systems design as it relates to instruc-

ti-nal services.

Instructional systems concepts ha-7e several distinct consequences

for instructional services some- of which have great value. Seven are

described below,, in orde:-Df increasing significance (the first two are

the least comseq%ential an,-;_: may, in f ,2t, border on the facetious!):
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1. One consequence of systems analysis concepts is that they

provide one more way to talk about things we do not really under-

stand. Since systems jargon is much easier to learn than cora-

?Liter jargon, it turns out to be a handy way for many people to

get instant erudition. There are only about eight words you need

to talk "systems talk "; you need about fourteen to talk "computer

talk."

In a sense, then, the problems that have been addressed to

instructional systems design have been ones that we really do not

know too much about. This has served one valuable function. If

you really feel you do not understand enough about the variables

in a particular problem, you say, "Let's do a systems analysis."

It may very well be that this makes us a little more honest about

what we can and cannot understand. I think, for example, of the

current U.S. Office of Education project to develop models of

teacher education for elementary teachers. You are likely famil-

iar with these ten models, one of which was built at MSU. Every

one of thes,s ten projects uses, in one way or another, a systems

design coucept--a reflection of this first consequence. Systems

analysis allows us the use of fresh terminology to deal with prob-

lems that we know we do not understand; whether or not this pro-

duces more understanding is debatable.

2. The second thing that is produced by thinking in terms of

systems analysis in education is a deep anxiety over the dehumani-

zation of education. In explaining systems concepts in. reference
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to education, I try to illustrate the difference it makes to

think of education in systems analysis terms (Fig. 2). In

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE. . .

1. to think of students as input?

2. to plan to get and use feedback?

3. to use a design concept that does not
specifically mention teacher?

4. to think of learning as "changed behavior"?

Pig. 2--A systems View of education

educational systems, for example, the input is used to represent

that which ccmes into the system to be processed--and goes out as

output of the system. It makes a difference to think of students

as input. Although this sounds almost inhuman, it forces us to

face up to the attunement (or lack of attunement) between the

capabilities of the learner aid the demands of the system.

It does make a difference to plan to obtain and to use

feedback. When we use words like feedback, it may sound as if

the processes are so mechanical that there may be no room for

people and human feelings. Of course, one of the most threaten-

ing things about the use of systems terminology in education is

the tendency of systems terminology not to use words like teach::r.

In systems terms, teachers are human components in the processing

system. And teachers can get shaken up over chat! You use be-

havioral criteria to define and defend learning, and you end IT
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with definitions like "learning is changed behavior." All of

the terms and concepts have a certain dehumanizing tendency,

and we should 1:1t zareful not to defen2 that tendency. It hardly

seems fair, however, for systems engineers to take all the blame

for de!,Aanizing education in our time; there are other forces

than have been at it so much longer!

3. The third consequence is the first of those that we might

cell distinct advantages: emphasis on specification of objec-

tivas. Whether we are talking about what happened because of

teaching machines, what happened because of programed instruc-

tion, or any of the otLer innovative trends, the emphasis on

ohjectives has a certain value in educational planning. An em-

phasis 04 instructional objectives tends to embarrass the system

into really looking at itself in terms of its objectives. If an

institution has been allowed to develop without continuous and

particulat reexamination of its objectives, a review of these ob-

jectives will tend to nudge the institution in rather healthy

ways. I mean embarrass and nudge in the most constructive sense:

to make the institution aware of the extent to which it has let

goals, purposes, and objectives become subordinate to maintenance

of the status quo and institutional "stability." An emphasis on

objectives also produces clarity--at least verbal clarity. It

allows a reexamination of values, and it focuses on products.

This seems to be very appropriate in a day when we have become

very process oriented, almost to the exclusion of concern about

the products of the processes..
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4. Another consequence of systems analysis thinking in education

is an emphasis on feedback, which is timely now, when educational

institutions and their decisionmakers are having to learn to

listen. I am impressed that our values switch so rapidly that we

ge' into a kind of projective confusion that says, "Our kids are

more militant than your kids; ya, ya, ya!" The capacity of an

institution and its leadr:.is to listen to feedback is very healthy.

Those of us who ,-.1a1 with people must become deeply aware of tne

value of learning to listen. Learning to listen and to pay atten-

tion to evaluative data for other than the obvious and simple

uses (making judgmentsthat this one has achieved and that one

has not) could make a great difference in the way we approach in-

structional management. If we saw the system as being on trial,

not just the kids, then I think something very significant might

happen. The more we focus on feedback, the more we become aware

of the role and function of feedback in the management and re-

finement of the system. And we become more aware that the value

of evaluative lat e. is not simply in telling whether or not a

child has achieved, but in telling whether or not the system has

achieved for that child.

5. The fifth consequence is less isolation for education and edu-

cators. Probably because we are ostracized by other of our aca-

demic colleagues, and possibly because of our own rather indepen-

dent nature, we tend to accept a separate status from the rest of

the academic community (for those in the public schools, it is with
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reference to the rest of the intellectual community),
One of the

consequences of systems thinking is that we can identify our prob-

lems and mechanisms with those of
many other fields, I think the

clearest example is in the field of communications. For many

years, people in communications have been
talking about senders,

receivers, messages, and change, as well as feedback, signds,

and noise, They refer to exeriences in perception,
which pro-

duce meantg and then produce feedback
messages, These are re-

ceived by the original sender, in
whom they produce experiences

and perceptions, which result
in message adjustment and message

retransmission,

A communications model, which
is invariably a systems model,

becomes a point of
common reference with the field of

communica-

tions,
Information systems models, of the

sort shown in Fig, 3,

Sender

Message

Adjustment
(

Receiver

(Feedback

Sender)

z/Tecept;

1:10MCCODC:100

Meaning

Feedback

Message

Fig, 3Communications model

E0eriencesi

Perceptions
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describe basic functions Ia instruction, An educator can fill in

the equivalent terms from education; this will describe the par-

ticular part of the instructional system that is concerned with

the communication of information in the classroom to the learner.

The dotted line at the bottom of the figure indicates that feedback

messages may or mr not be received, a challenge both to educators

and to communications engineers,

One of the consequences, then, of systems analysis thought

has been to help us draw appropriately from other disciplines,

particularly the behavioral sciences, Models and concepts, par-

ticularly those of information flow and information processing,

allow us both to think in another, perhaps better, way about our

problems and to identify with colleagues in other academic

pursuits.

6, The sixth consequence of systems analysis thought is that it

provides a logical tool for taking account of the many elements

that go together and affect each other in terms of educational

goals and thus lirtitute an educational enterprise, Educational

administrators for years have been aware of what today might be

called intercomponent relationships, And, although we perhaps

get from systems analysis only a new vocabulary for old ideas, it

probably goes further: it makes not just terminological but func-

tional differences to have systematic procedures by which to iden-

tify and relate the components of any communication or education

enterprise and the processes they produce, It keeps us from hav-

ing quite so many blind spots,
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7. The seventh consequence of applying systems analysis thought

to education is that it provides a tool for breaking out of tradi-

tional models and preconceptions. (This is not to say that sys-

tems analysis is the only such tool--there are even various drugs

that allow one to do this.) The heuristic aspects of systems

analysis and design can allow one to escape, at least experimen-

tally, the rigid boundaries of experience that have produced pre-

conceptions about the nature of things. Such heuristic models

permit breaking with that most important of all constraints, the

notion that we have to be "realistic." Any systems design, in

the final analysis, attempts to be realistic--but after thinking

through a problem, rather than applying the constraints of sup-

posed reality before deeply examining the contemporary situation.

We have reviewed here the consequences of systems thought in edu-

cation. I have emphasized consequences rather than processes and pro-

cedures for two reasons: First, I can list the consequences from one

man's point of view without so much danger of retreading old ground.

Second, this approach may encourage those who have not yet done so to

investigate some of the excellent literature on systems analysis con-

cepts. For example, a booklet has recently been released by the

Government Printing Office (at the enticing cost of forty-five cents),

written by Walter Le Baron. Its title is long (as you might expect of

this sort of publication): Systems Analysis and Learning Systems in

the Development of Elementary Teacher Education Models. Le Baron

examined and evaluated the ten projects in teacher education (mention-

ed earlier) for the U.S. Office of Education. In order to ensure
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understanding of his report, he prepared a primer, which is a much-

needed review, illustrated by the ten projects, of systems analysis

thought as it relates to educational planning and administration. Ad-

ministrators in general and special education administrators in par-

ticular are encouraged to read this brief book, both to get a view of

systems analysis as it relates to education and to learn what new ap-

proaches to training elementary teachers the U.S. Office of Education

has initiated. (The resulting projects may have considerable impact

on all future teacher education.)

Delivery syst2ms for instructional services are a particular con-

cern of those of ua who have been developing and operating special edu-

cation IMCs and Rezional Media Centers. There are some eighteen units

in this network, now called the Special Education Instructional

Materials Network, coordinated by a Council for Exceptional Children

branch under contract to Lne Department of Education. We have each

focused on deliVery systems, and we have been encouraged by federal

support to engage in a certain amount of evaluation and even more trial

and error. A generalized view of the delivery system and its major

subsystems in special education instructional services is shown in

Fig. 4. This figure also illustrates some of the points made in the

first section of this paper.

We can first observe that a delivery system is not merely a pipe-

line. Nor is it simply mechanical. It is not something that is

created, set into motion, and expected to continue to exist. A de-

livery system is a continuous interaction among six sets of people:
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SYSTEM A
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Other
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Fig. 4--The delivery system and its major subsystems

innovators, evaluators, comtainicators, decisionmakers, retrainers, and

implementors. A systems anaiyt;is view cuts through the stereotyped

roles and functions (such as those of teacher and principal) to ac-

count for functions-that are fundamental to the system. One principal

might function as an evaluator, communicator, and decisionmaker, while

another might function as a communicator and retrainer. Many teachers

function as implementors. Breaking away from the status-role labels,

in favor of more functional labels, we arrive at the following model:

a delivery system is an interaction among six sets of people (above),

or six functions filled by various people; a delivery system is also

an orderly set of procedures to identify, test, inform about, decide

on, adapt, adopt, or reject new or altered educational procedures.

A delivery system for special education must arise frcm a focus on

the components and the support mechanisms required by instructional
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procedures. A typical Livery system must relz__,= multiple sources to

multiple targets. EspEzially for instructional ..:esources in special

education, use of a sit-_7,1e-source model is a strategic error. For ex-

ample, a regional IMC cannot be seen as an adequate 7;i1-igle source.

IMCs serve as a collect:Lve mechanism linking multiple sources and mul-

tiple targets. An In, Letts from tie sc,jrces--each one individual-

ly- -and delivers the Largess through appropriately functioning in-

dividuals. Sources irov be particular classrooms, while other class-

rooms may be targets. Sources may also be Research and Demonstration

(R&D) labs, which may be target: in other cases. Classical, fixed con-

cepts like classrooms, teachers, and adniiniSt2"otorS are redefined in

terms of the goals and functions of a delivery system.

Figure 4 is a small-scale vLew of a comPlex delivery system in con-

trast with the pipeline model. In this mode 1, something coming from

system A (indicated by the delivery bracket) is put in the form of in-

formation and is delivered to system B through a variety of buffers,

some of which tend to reject and resist. prom these buffers, and from

system B itself, feedb:c1: is derived, which makes a difference in the

kind and flow of information. (A word is needed here about the dis-

tinction between evaluative data and feedback data--a matter less of

content than of use. Evaluative data may or may not be used as

feedback data The issue is whether or not the data are used to change

the system.)

IdL.,.as have to originate somewhere. Originating procedures or ma-,

terials can be thought of as a function of sYstem. A. Then comes the
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matte of 7ect what fs to be disse:ainat-a, which ccm be done wise-

ly or orderly selection process .s needed for an effec-

tive UE.li? y sys=alca. Next, as Fig. 4 illustrates, the flow of infor-

mation ca -a intEaified and focused as to meaning, air:, direction,

and scc-Do.. iowev17. information alone may or may not produce adoption

of ideas:. ..icharc1 f.arlson's research has helped us reccgnize.Chat it

is not z-F.77.-77_1:.. the wai3.ability of information that produces adoption

and Ch.lige; it is a much. more complicated process. Information itself

is only one part--and sometimes a very small part--of the whole process

of dissemination, adoption, and diffusion of ideas.

Effective communication in a delivery system depends on feedback.

(This is a theorem of communications,rather than an observation.) In

system B, several buffer forces keep information from flowing readily

into B (i.e., toward adoption). The system's stability depends to some

extent on maintenance of the status quo. People who deliberately main-

tain the status quo function as a buffer fjrce, although they may be

sincerely concerned. For example, some faculty members strongly re-

sist accepting procedures that others of the same faculty aavocate.

A second protector of the status quo is reactionary behavior. Most

institutions contain certain people who are intensely wedded to the

status quo and who reject anything that might produce change. A third

protector is simple complacency--not really at active protection or de-

fense of the status quo, but just a "who cares?" attitude.

Beyond the issues of dissemination procedures there are questions

of vi7,2al2a.s.- In Jur work at the Regional IM E, we have been trying to
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raise value questions over the whole area o_f delivery systems. It is

not professionally responsible to operate without concern for integrity.

Honest dissemination cannot be based on forces of influence and manipu-

lation that bypass the responsible decisionmaker's role in system B.

Dissemination is making a decisionmaker in 3 aware of and critical of

the kinds of changes implied by particular information, so that he

treats these data among his sets of available alternatives. As a dis-

seminator, you have done all that you should when you provide for the

decisionmaker an understandable experience so that he can include among

his considerations the new component or procedure that you are attempt-

ing to disseminate.

Studying instructional resource delivery systems raises such ques-

tions as, In system A, where are the major sources of ideas, procedures,

and materials? Some of these are classrooms and teachers; where are

they? Some, of these are R&D centers; where are they: Some of these

are developmental projects; where are they? Some of these are commer-

cial sources; where are they? These questions might seem easy, but it

is surprising how it is to get exhaustive answers in this day of

diverse efforts and scattered activities. Particularly in special edu-

cation, knowing all that is going on is hard enough, to say nothing

about the question of what is worth knowing.

Questions related to dissemination are also of the How? sort.

Listening, testing, and filteri.ng input from the elements of system A,

as in Fig. 4, are basic to the linkage functions. Because neither sys-

tem A nor system B typically can do this testing and filtering, IMCs
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or other units in the delivery system must test instructional materials

for their effectiveness. These evaluative agencies will necessarily

employ some highly skilled people, not just custodians for films and

books.

There are also important questions about how to carry the filtered

flow to the various elements of system B, as well as the problem of

converting abstract ideas into practical terms within B. Many times

what come out of system A are little more than theoretical specifica-

tions; since system B may have no means of translating the specifica-

tions into applications, some other unit in the delivery system must do

the translation. And when we look at system B (the target system),

we are primarily concerned with reaching the decisionmakers. We must

know their information assimilation habits; this is very important.

A new problem of today is the avalanche of information, publications,

and media. We have to ask, Who are the people in system B? What are

their input habits; what inputs of information are they already at-

tuned to? What are their styles of decisionmaking? And then, concern-

ing implementors, What are their- reward systems?

The matter of reward systems must not be overlooked. Many times

we operate on the naive assumption that if something is a better way,

it sells itself--because after all, everyone is interested in a better

way. However, not all teachers are interested in a better mousetrap.

In fact, it is not even safe to assume that all teachers are interest-

ed in better instruction! Teachers and administrators operate within

personal and corporate reward systems. What are they? What "turns



them on?" To what do they relate? Reading between the lines in the

literature on diffusion and dissemination, one way to get things changed

is to buy change. But the payoff must be in the "right on" age!

What training is needed by implementors? It does no good to de-

liver materials and procedures to system B if its personnel are not

trained to ensure implementation. The What? questions about system B,

the sort systems engineers refer to as problems of environment, also

must be answered: What are the system's characteristics ? What are the

overall constraints within which the particular procedure or material

will have to function?

To review, what are the forces or procedures that show promise for

the improvement of learning? And what are the data that we have to

deal with?--data about learners, their values, their needs, their ca-

pabilities. In comparing these data, there emerges a logic for identi-

fying practices, procedures, and instructional materials that woulc

make a valuable difference in education. An effective link between

source and target depends on orderly, identifiable functions to identi-

fy, test, inform, decide, adapt, and adopt. The evaluative feedback

loop and the recycling of the functions assures vitality and relevancy.

The payoff is at the local level, where the primary responsibility for

personnel and instructional materials rests. Here the delivery system

culminates in the instructional experience itself, resulting in learn-

ing for handicapped children in association with other children--and

In relationship to the rest of society.



THE EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION AS AN ADAPTIVE SYSTEM

F. Lee Brissey

The theme of this conference, New Organizational Patterris and

Delivery Systems," at once raises a host of interesting and important

questions for all of us. A good conference the shotild do exactly

that. And speaking for myself, this conference theme 1-s an outstanding

success, for certainly it has generated in me a variety of dhallenging

and fascinating questions. Among these, I would. like to share our or

five very briefly with you.

To what does the phrase organizational paters refer? 1411y are we

conerned with new organizational patterns? A elated question is,

What are delivery systems (whether we regard ttleffl as o ld or new) ? What

is to be delivered? To whom? When? And, perhOs most importantly,

Why? What relationship, if any, holds between organizational patterns

on the one hand and delivery s7stems on the othe?

For me there is an overriding question, One that catches up the

preceding four. It has to do with what I consider an Orgent question

fo c. us in onr time: What is the relationship of the individual

human being to organizational 7.11-terns and delvor systems- -those who

devise the materials and those who devise the do,ivery activities? I

include certainly those who receive these activtoiQs, whosoever they

F. Lee Brissey is a Professor in the Department of Edducatipn
at the University of Oregon.
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may be. I am particularly interested in the human problem. The follow-

ing remarks reflect my efforts to "muddle about" in these questions and

to do the muddling from the point of view of a general systems concep-

tualist or general systems theorist (a: least as far as my understand-

ing of what these chaps are up to allows me to go).

First, then, I would like to ask a very primitive question: What

misht we mean by an organizational pattern? At the most fundamental

level, the term organizational seems to refer to a specified collec-

tion (or set) of interrelated things: attributes, concepts, signs, and

people. Human beings, for example, and their diverse behavioral prop-

erties are a particularly appropriate set for the organizational ques-

tion. The term interrelationships means, at least, a coordering of

properties. And when things are coordered, we may then speak about a

set of things as structured--structured somehow in space and in time.

Structure, in turn, may be treated as variable; and it may be ex-

amined in at least two ways. There is a question of the form of struc-

ture and there is a question of the amount of structure. As we begin

to examine the question of structure in soma depth, we come to realize

that structure is not a matter of certainty, nor a question of rigidity;

structure varies in degree, some structures showing, perhaps, random-

ness or total disorder, others showing high order and, therefore, from

almost every point of view, high predictability.

Another way of viewing structure is to say that questions concern-

ing the amount of structure in a given set of objects or people or be-

haviors entail the concepts of variety (or variability) and constraint.
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We cannot meaningfully use the term structure unless there is first

variety or variability.

In more informational terms, following the lead of Wendell Garner,

structure can be spoken of as related uncertainty, or in systems terms,

constrained variety. Both are importantconstraint and variety, cer-

tainty and uncertainty. Thus defined, structure may be treated as an

internal property of a given set; and when the evidence w&rrants, we

can treat the sets as being organized.

In a similar sense, the term structure or organization may be ap-

plied to other sets and to the relationship between two or more struc-

tured sets. From these rather ambiguous, or at least abstract, concepts

we may begin to carve the everyday notions of organization and environ-

ment. We ben to sense the force of Professor Ross Ashby's Law of

Requisite Variety. By this view, the viability of any organization de-

pends on, among other things, the ability of the organization to sus-

tain at least as much- variety as that which characterizes the environ-

ment. Or some of you may be acquainted with Professor Walter Buckley's

work in the sane area; he has state0 the matter, "Only variety can

regulate variety."

More succinctly, again quoting Buckley, "Rigidification of any

given institutional structure must eventually lead to disruption or dis-

solution of the (organization) by way of the internal uplieaval or in-

effectiveness against external challenge."

For a preliminary view of organization as constrained variety, I

would like to turn to the matter of organizational design, and to ask
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some questions through the vehicle of a metaphor--a rather extended

metaphor, which, like all metaphors, calls attention to a purely hypo-

thetical situation. The question here is largely, How do we invent new

patterns of organization, i.e., internal arrangements of constrained

variety?

Let us imagine an organizational pattern generator, which simply

generates a vast array of pattern variations in terms of both the amount

and :! form of structure; i.e., variety with internal constraint. Fur-

ther imagine that a very large number of these organizational patterns

are contained in a giant filing cabinet, and that the filing cabinet is

itself ordered or organized with respect to sets of possible relation-

ships between each of these internal organizational patterns and some

for the generalized environment. Organized this way, our giant filing

cabinet of organizational patterns might have three fundamental sub-,

divisions.

Again following Buckley, we might call the first equilibrium pat-

terns. All patterns in this set, filed under E, would be characterized

as relatively closed to environmental change. They would have a reac-

tion potential, but it would be a convulsive kind of reaction to dis-

turbances emanating from the environment; its most obvious property is

that it would tend to decay over time. Equilibrium orders tend to move

towards states of total randomness or disorganization. This is some-

what reminiscent of the over-simple stimulus-response models of the

human being.

The next set would contain homeostatic patterns. The patterns in
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this new section c:E our hypothetical filing cabinet would be consider-

ably more open than our equilibrium pattern. They would be character-

::_zed by both energy and information exchange with the patterns

constituting the environment. Its faculties would tend to preserve

the given organizational structure, since homeostatic patterns function

very much like a thermostatic heating system, working largely to pre-

serve certain organizational variables within tolerable limits. It

would be a self-corrective set of patterns, but its reactions would be

compensatory, or essentially defensive.

The third set we could call ad4pf;ive patterns. The patterns in

this division of the filing cabinet would be characterized by still more

openness of exchange with their environment. The system would preserve

certain properties of both equilibrium and the homeostatic system, but

it would include a new element, namely, the capacity to change or elabo-

rate its structure as a condition of its own survival or viability. As

Buckley has put it, an adaptive system must manifest some degree of

plasticity and irritability, some source or mechanism for variety, to

act as a pool of adaptive variability. Further, it must have a set of

selective criteria or mechanisms against which the "variety pool" may

be sifted into those variations in the organization or system that

closely map the environment and those that do not. Finally, it must

have "an arrangement for preserving and/or propagating 'successful' en-

vironmental mappings." These four characteristics, at least, suggest the

the basic requirements for any adaptive system, for any system that

sets about to solve one or more problems.



Emblems, in a very loose sense, can be defined in terms of dis-

crepancies between is and -o-pefered, or between 1,;;Iat

and Ue have problems when we are alive, because life

itsel is a continual, on-going expenditure of energy in reducing an

evolvf_ng set of discrepancies between what is, or what we think to be,

the state of the world, and between what is, or what we think to be,

the state of our own preferences, individually and organizationally.

Thus, we may think of E patterns (equilibrium patterns), H patterns

(homeostatic patterns) , and A patterns (adaptive patterns) as problem-

solving patterns. To continue the metaphor, let us now imagine that

our task is one of selecting an organizational pattern from this filing

cabinet, with the full intent of implementing the pattern in an organi-

zetc711 plan. Knowing how the filing cabinet is organized, our first

:;eleezion problem, is to decide whether we are going to search in

section E, H, or A. On the assumption that we are concerned with the

design of an educational or special educational organization, we would

not be inclined to search very long under E. We know that equilibrium

patterns tend to move over time to a state of disorganization, toward

a state of randomness, and therefore to nonsurvival, nonadaptation.

And, certainly, we are concerned that our educational organization, if

it is worthwhile, should not perish; the demise of our organization is

not reckoned among our goals. If we intend to preserve the organize-

tional patterns we select, and if we further assume that the environ-

ment in which these patterns are imbedded is relatively stable, we may

choose to search. section H of the filing cabinet--the homeostatic section.
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The assumptions underlying this selection are troublesome. Pre-

serving an organizational pattern for the sake of preserving that pat-

tern alone would seem not to be our goal. Moreover, the assumption that

the environment of the organization is stable and unchanging,isF'clearly

not one that we can entertain any longer in the face of evidence.

Perhaps our best bet, then, is to search in section A, the adap-

tive patc.:rns. This selection would be guided by our knowledge that

the environment of the educational organization is a rapidly changing,

evolving affair. Mapping any evolutionary change in the environment is

essential to the viability of the organization and therefore to the

achievement of organizational goals. The extent to which these goals

are judged important worthwhile is the extent to which the survival

of the organization is judged worthwhile.

I would like to note in passing what for me is a very important

consideration: that the goals of the educational organization may be

meaningfully stated in terms of delivering those goods and services that

facilitate the capacity of the clients themselves to function as adaptive,

problem-solving systems. This suggests that: a "systems orientation" has

as much to say about the client as it does about the organization or

delivery system; and this same concept or view of man can be applied

with equal meaning to either party.

Thus, we begin to see our problem as one of concerning ourselves'

with interrelationships--the forms of "coupling" between two or more

adaptive systems, each concerned with its own well-being, its own sur-

vival. And we begin to ask, Wkat does facilitate the client's capacity
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to adapt? (Which may or may not be the same as asking what we think

he should know, know how to uo, or value). So, how worthwhile the edu-

cational enterprise is depends exactly, in my view, on our judgment of

how worthwhile the survival of the client is. Although the foregoing

conditions are important, when the organizational elements of concern

are human beings, new problems emerge. Thus, finally, through the sys-

tems orientation, we rediscover the classic dilemma of human existence,

which, if we wanted to name, we could well call constrained Variety,

the most distinctive of human dilemmas. To expand the metaphor by way

of explaining the dilemma, suppose we were to implement a new pattern

of organization in which intelligent men and women functioned as the

organizational elements. It seems apparent that the organizational con-

straints of equilibrium are decidedly incompatible with the hio- psycho-

logical capabilities of human beings. We can expect, at least, very

low levels of commitment, and perhaps very high levels of energy expend-

ed, in the effort to break out of or to markedly modify the organiza-

tional pattern.

Consider next the possibility of implemenAng a pattern of type H.

Now we detect a somewhat better match, it seems, between the organiza-

tional characteristics and the known characteristics of the human being,

The match is still far from good, however. Patterns of type H deny the

exercise of individual or subgroup creative action. It asks each mem-

ber to set aside and not use his capacity for inquiry, setting his own

goals, making decisions, and taking action, alone or in concert with

others, which would be consistent with his own adaptive abilities. It
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appears that efforts to implement patterns of type A would be far more

likely to approximate the characteristics of its human component in the

characteristics of the organizational pattern itself,

However well we advance the plausability of the foregoing conten-

tions--i.e., that an organizational pattern of type A is the most com-

patible with the adaptive abilities of human beings -- -there are a number

of formidable barriers to be overcome in designing and implementing such

a pattern. For many, for example (which Ted Ward pointed out rather

well), the language of systems analysis is unduly mechanistic, and there-

fore an affront to the essential dignity, if not the soul, of mar..

Moreover, the systems analysis concept sometimes seems to be an assault

on the autonomy of the human being: nanis freedom is at stake, Here

we begin to sense the dilemma. As we have seen, to organize is to con-

strain, even when we are concerned with the adaptive form of organiza-

tion. Indeed, survival itself, even at the biological level, predisposes

man to an emergent structure in which, as again Wendell Garner has sug-

gested, he, individually or collectively, engages in a search for the

structure that characterizes his world and for the means to relate his own

behavior to that structure.

The phrase that best describes this effort is seeking constraint.

This point has been clearly and simply maces by J. Bronowski:

The problem of values arises only when men try to
fit together their needs to be social an.,:mals with
their needs to be free men. There is no problem
and there are rio values until man wants to do both.
The man who wants only freedom, at any cost, will
prefer the jungle of an at war with man, and if
the tyrant wants only social order, he will create
a totalitarian state.
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The idea is not new, Sigmund Freud expressed it in terms of the

id, the ego, and the superego, and thus pictured the complexity of the

individual man in relation to the social order, Again, in passing, it

may be noted that the representations of man and order advanced by sys-

tems theorists must be evaluated, like any others, in terms of their

correspondence to the observable world, Let tt also be noted that, if

the correspondence is not found wanting, then the dilemma of freedom

vs. constraint can be judged as the act of 8 creator who saw fit to

design men and organizations as adaptive ay5tema. Thus, the systems

theorist stands as the faithful recorder for the designer of this state

of affairs,

A few Words in conclusion. The filing cabinet of organizational

patterns, referred to in our metaphor, does not exist. If it did, we

could select Predesiglied organizational patterns and proceed with im-

plementing them and testing them for their adaptive adequacy. The al-

ternative, of course, is to design such orgalcLzational patterns for

ourselves. And this, it would seem to me, is a way of categorizing the

most critical task of the organizational the -'rest and his administra-

tive colleagues, First, we clarify our know =cige of the nature of

adaptive systems, whether physical, biological., or social, and thus

discover hoe* best to facilitate coactive _participation in the design

and implementation of such a system. When we have achieved a measure

of success in meeting these objectives, there may be some hope that

the dilemma of man, although not resolved, will have evolved to a

stable, at least sufferable, level. This, 7 take it, is a necessary
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condi Lor the delivezy of whatever produc: may facilitate the-adap-

tatioL of .-)thers.

F± ally, knowing what facilitates the adaptation of others is

logic.:f,Uy prior to designing a system for its delivery. For a man dy-

ing of thirst in the desert, an effort to deliver water in a sieve will

not be counted successful, however honorable the intention.



EMERGING CONCEPTS OF ADMINISTRATION

William Wayson

Let me start with a few definitions. First, I want to speak this

morning about educational administration, although I do not believe in

such a thing. I think that anyone who has grasped the concept of ad-

ministering can administer anything. He will fail in some situations,

but he will succeed in many others. Since you are here as educators

and as educational administrators, my comments will focus on the tech-

niques of education and the problems of the educational enterprise.

The second definition I wiish to put forth separates education

from schooling. Education is life; schooling is A moratorium on life.

Education is so rare that I douElt that there are more than two or three

people in this room who have had the privilege of it. Schooling is

what we have all suffered from; school is what our society has suffer-

ed from. Schooling is why we are on the verge of a revolution in this

country today, with no one in responsible institutional positions who

can be effective in stopping it.

Next, we should define the system c the establishment. The sys-.

cem I speak of is made up of all the components that contribute to

William Wayson is Principal of the Martin Luther King Elementary
School in Syracuse, New York, and is also an Assistant Professor at
Syracuse University.
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schooling children in America today. These include the kindergarten

through the doctoral level, the U.S. Office of Education, state educa-

tion departments, and textbook and materials publishers; they comprise

the system that is failing to educate every child in America today.

Although I draw my material from work in urban education, what we need

to do in urban education is precisely what needs to be done for every

student of every age in America today. You cannot be heard if you talk

about schools failing (especially if you arc-, talking to school people) ,

but you are heard if you talk about urban education failing, because

you can see failure happening there. It is not as easy to see it hap-

pening where you have your children. Th= ethication system is probably

one of our best examples Merton's dysfunctions of bureaucracy. If

you want to knc, how to improve the system of education, I think you

must start by reading Merton's account of what bureaucracies tend to

do, and then do whatever needs to be done to avert that tendency where

you are. No ont will improve education witlnout doing that.

Now, let us: define administration. J. -ministration is the process

of mobilizing za___1 tangible and intangible resources necessary for con-

tinuing produczion on the part of a social institution. I will say

nothing new this morning; there are no new concepts of administration..

Probably Aristotle and Plato knew them well. All we have ever needed

to know about educating children had appeared in the literature by 1910.

If you go to the library and look in the 1910 journals, your first re-

mark will be, "Why don't they just recopy the issues and put a new date

on them?" Similarly, the solutions of 1910 are just what we need to do
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in many ways, but it is time that we stop talking about or advocating

them and do something. When I spoke to the Headmasters Association

in an Eastern state, one of the men got up and said, "I have been sit-

ting for thirty years through these masochistic sessions, and it is

time we patted ourselves on the back for the great good we're doing.

And what do you think of that, Mr. Speaker?" I replied, "It's time you

stopped sitting and started list:.7rling." So, we are emphasizing action

and practice this morning.

What are some of the new concepts in educational administration,

then? There is surprising agreerzent among the iconoclastic new admin-

istrators in this country, which you realize when you read their speeches

or :::ear their talks or talk to parents and teachers in their schools.

Thi phenomenon can be likened to the invention of the airplane, which

took place at about the same time in history in five or six different

places with no communication among the inventors. The French claim to

have invented the airplane just about the same time that Italian planes

were invented, all just about the same time the Wright Brothers made

their flight. Why was that? I think it is because problems become so

evident at about the same time that intelligent people come to similar

conclusions, even though they do not communicate with one another. So

it is with some of the new concepts in educational administration. You

may sea them manifesting themselves in separate spots that have shared

almost no communication. They are not yet general enough that they can

be said to be creeping into the field; and they certainly have not be-

come a part of effective instruction in university training programs.
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Le:: us look at goal set.1, among the rators. Pri-

marily, it revolves around tne administrat oper'itLjlg With prior-

ities. The new goals are 77L'ociction oriento-- TT; aCCOao'z,tabi.lity

and responsibil.::ty do not fri4:Iten the new 0611nisl-ator. He asks,

"What are the outcomes, the -amps, the goalf rather 7--lan the means?"

When we say, "How effective Ls a special eqtyc:ation :aeparttllent?" for ex-

ample, we should be saying, "Hew many children haws be Rble :7.0 move

effectively in the school of which the/ `'--Ze a T-4r:7 How many

children have been able to r: I effectively "/-r., zu However, we

ask, "How many teachers are your staff? fi°W ma07 kids have been add

ed to the program? How many tape recorder do you °1,71-1 tiow many kids

are in nongraded situations?" And so on. '411 Izitter questions are

completely irrelevant to production; they 4e ILsesstng whether

children are learning by lockiag at the bulyati.n ),-;ard. So the new edu-

cator is production oriented. He does not roPld go =1g before Parents, and

pointing out that the kids are not reading arld tit it does not matter

how much money we spend, what the qualificq°4s of (Door teachers are,

or what types of school buildings we have the kids cannot read.

The new administrator gives priority to tie it is the

. interest of the client that stands uppermo 4 the decisionmaking pro-

cess. That means that he rejects the disploCed goals of the system.

For example, it is true that We have respo455.bliities to a teacher who

is now sixty years old acid very ineffective, b4t we have greater re-

sponsibility to the children and their leatry4-11. These administrators

are not playing the typical hearts-and-floN4es thepoe about children.
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One of the best tip-offs that an educator does not give a dam_ out

children is ii he tries to explain his actions in terms of

tion to the students in order to hide from some of his bad dezins.

In a nonsentimental way, the new administrators say that Vilat hip ns

to students (reflected in the opinion of the student's advoc,

parent) is preeminent in decisionmaking, far above considarati=wr

the staff, of preserving the institution or its integrity. rity

yes, if it is based on production. Integrity no, if it is a

typical code of ethics that boils down to "Thou shalt not wasizi

linen in public." It 1-t_as nothing to do with responsibility

Accepting these priorities means that the new administrator

the typical referent groups. He knows that, to be effective,

permit himself to get embroiled in the elementary principals'

for example. Sometimes he rejects without thinking; but knovt:-

ability to retard change, he rejects the "professional" group,,..v L re-

jects the literature; he rejects what the profession and the T.;-= ,assors

say. The new priorities require also that he know the differet=e be-

tween latent and manifest goals. He must recognize that the manifest

(or stated) goals are not achieved in our schools, since what the

schools are pursuing are the latent goals. For example, it has 1-g

been one of the latent goals of the schools to produce dropouts, while

we manifest talk about educating every child. What this means for

special education is that, to be effective, you must stop listeni=;.g LO

the propaganda about special education and recognize that its maj=

goal in the public school today is to remove disruptive children from
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classrooms, to keep them segregated and isolated from the remainder of

the school so the teachers will be happy. As an administrator, that

may not be your goal, but it is the goal of your institution. Until

you recognize that fact, you will not be able to administer an effec-

tive program, because your colleagues will take you in by agreeing with

you, as long as you keep those kids in their place.

The language of the new educator is humanistic. Humanism, group

dyqaTLCS, human relations, authenticitythese words are common in the

vocabulary of the new administration; and they are also becoming reali-

ties in the new schools. All people in those schools behave as human

beings, including the administrator. For example, he is free to make

mistakes, while the typical administrator is not. Present conceptions

dictate that the administrator must always be right; he must never make

a mistake; he must never admit one; he must never need help, There are

only two occasions you ever find an educator asking for help: one is

when he feels he does not really need it; so he is secure enough to

say, "I need help"; the second is when he is sure you cannot help him

and is just trying to put you in your place,

The new administrators put priority on eliminating the trained in-

capacity of the professional educator. Trained incapacity refers to

the inabillty to think outside constraints that are imposed on you by

experience, tradition, and training. In the new schools, all practices

are up for review, and many of them are being rejected. Such intro-

spection is something that most graduates from doctoral programs in

education have not been educated to do. We must find a way of doing it.
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The new man sets up divergent approaches; he ignores taboos, such

as certification, tenure, curriculum, sequence, scope--all of which

impose unreal limits on our thinking and oppose our establishing a

true learning atmosphere. I think special education has helped us to

face up to one taboo that limits our ability to educate: the school-

man's common belief that behavior is separate from education. That

belief underlies contracts that permit teachers to throw out children.

That is why teachers want someone eZse to handle discipline. But

special-educatiJn-trained people see that their goal is to change be-

havior; they know that not only cognitive behavior but also a great

deal of emotional and social behavior falls within their responsibility.

One of the antieducational beliefs in the schools is that you do not

waste time changing someone's behavior; you are too busy teaching.

A second area in which we may talk about new concepts is in how we

organize the school. The new concept takes a systemic approach, look-

ing at the learning milieu in its entirety. For example, a new concept

of organization is to deliberately program in outside influences, such

as the student rights movement. The new administrators discuss student

rights, student grievance procedures, and parent grievance procedures.

These are all brand-new to educational administration; we have tradition-

ally tended to keep outside forces out. The systemic approach means

that the administrator designs in feedback loops that force the insti-

tution toward a production- and client-centered approach. In Martin

Luther King Elementary School in Syracuse, New York, for example, this

means that the school is wide open: anybody may go into any classroom
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at any time and stay as long as he wants, so long as he follows teachers'

directions. If he is forced into the principal's office, he first gets

a little lecture about being overly conscious of the authority of an ig-

norant official. Then he gets sent to wherever he wants to go. Some

bureaucrat has suggested that the practice is dangerous for the kids

and for the teachers; but each year that passes provides another year

of evidence of no one being killed or raped. Discipline revolves around

a statement of students' rigilLs; discipline not only becomes a teaching

experience but enables the child to learn how to get his rights later

in life, which is what education is all about. If he first learns that

he has rights that will be defended and protected by teachers and prin-

cipals, he will then learn how to have his rights defended and protected

by a Supreme Court, a President, a governor, a college president, or a

professor.

The new school is organized to promote problem solving. Although

it is not legitimate in most educational institutions to have problems,

solving problems is actively promoted in the new concept of educational

administration. The school is organized around a process for identify-

ing and solving problems. The administrator does not institute proce-

dures that are in themselves solutions so much as he institutes a

decisionmaking process that assures some continuity, life, and dynamic

self-correction in the school. Tnis requires a great deal of decentral-

ization and delegation.

Another change is that the new administrator recognizes that it is

the milieu--the entire setting in the school- -that teaches, not the
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classroom, the teacher, or the lesson. Thus, Jeffersonian concepts

of authority govern the new administrative concept; All authority re-

sides in the willingness of the subordinate to accept an order. This

organizational philosophy requires an entirely new stance than the di-

vine-right concept that now governs all the system. The new organiza-

tion therefore promotes involvement. It is characterized by openness

and flexibility; and it involves an entirely new approach to the role

of specialists. I know that some of you who read the literature and

see the training programs feel that we are moving toward more rigid

specialization. However, the new administrative concept will de-

emphasize the role of specialists. They have been introduced into the

organization in such a way as to cut off communication between the

teacher and the student; therefore, our structure renders them ineffec-

tive. Now, we a.::e going to use these people as resources, which prob-

ably means a return to a group process in which the teachers in a

decision group learn to analyze their colleagues' wetknesses and

strengths and to use them as they are appropriate for problem solving.

Consequently, the specialist will exercise his skills in peer relation-

ships and will demonstrate his competence in solving real problems.

Administrators are also trying new ways to stimulate people to

contribute to the school, basically by keeping problems before people

and stressing their responsibility for solving them. That means that

the administrator learns not how to help people in the traditional

sense, but that the best help is to push responsibility and decision-'

making badk to the people. Whenever someone cones to ask for help, no
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matter who it is, the administrator asks such questions as: "What are

you going to do about it? How have you tried to handle this so far?

What are you doing?"

This approach does two things. First, it pushes decisionmaking

back nearer the problem. Second, it builds faith in the questioner

that he too is smart, that he too can make effective decisions. The

first criticism to this, of course, is that such an administrator is

not Supporting his staff. But supporting is not his function; you can

buy crutches a lot cheaper than you can buy administrators. Rather,

his job is to help each person recognize and use his own potential.

The administrator's task is to help define and enforce ends; the means

will be left to the teacher.

In stimulating people to contribute, there is a judicious use of

administrative powers. The new administrator is not easily labeled as

authoritarian or democratic; in fact, there are times when he will look

abso_utely dictatorial. Why? Because he has consciously determined

that this is the best means of moving adults to change their behavic.

At other times, he may be very open and even wishy-washy; again because

he has decided that this is the best way to get where he wants. I be-

lieve this is what Getzels means by transactional, although we have nev-

er quite defined this term for administrators. They have been taught

the laissez-faire approach in the name of democratic administration.

Another activity of administrators is evaluating. The best evalu-

ation is one that is intrinsic to the process; hence, the administrator

mobilizes incentives from many sources, which he then builds into the
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organization. For example, the best way to improve a teacher's work

is to give the kids a way to protest bad teachers. The next best way

is to give parents ready access to the classroom. Why? Because it is

adult behavior which accepts the responsibility for decisions; and this

responsibility is best enforced by the affected children and their

parents. The next best way is to have teachers visit each other, or

to create conditions in which they have to work together to achieve

goals. Thus, the new administrator is intent upon mobilizing self-

evaluative and self-renewing incentive systems.

Evaluation is best built around behaviorally stated objectives.

(My terms have not been at all behavioral today, although you should

have no trouble putting them in a behavioral context.) The school staff

must define the behaviors it seeks and then evaluate its actions accord-

ing to whether those behaviors occur. Effective evaluation should focus

on goals and reject peripheral matters. If your goal is for children

to read, it does not matter whether they read Black Pan literature,

Eldridge Cleaver, John Birch literature, or Playboy, i.e., the means is

not what you are going to evaluate.

To close, I want to make a few comments about college programs.

Administration, which connotes leadership or statesmanship, is not, nor

is it likely to become, strictly a rational task. The old methods

of training education administrators indoctrinated them with bureaucrat-

ically approved values. That was the 1920 to 1955 period. The newer

methods, that is the UCEA-type of method, strove to be. value free. But

now our methods must be designed to help a man see the results of his
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valuing process. Why? Simply because problems that yield to purely

cognitive approaches never come to an administrator; other peopl.e can

handle them. But administration is a process of identifying alterna-

tive solutions to a problem, all of which are more or less disadvanta-

geous, choosing one of them, and devising a way to put it irtc, action.

How could training for problem solving be handled in a doctoral

program? First, we would definc_t what a graduate from our doctoral

program shc. -,mplish in a school, what kinds of goals he would

achieve. Then we would tell the student that his training will be to

solve problems like those he will have to solve to reach the goals.

There might be courses, there might be professors, there might be li-

braries; but the student would not be required to utilize any of them.

Instead, he would be put in as real a situation as possible to learn as

he solved problems how to best go about problem solving in the future.

In training administrators, we have forgotten that the reason for

seeking knowledge is not merely to know and accept the world, but to

Change it. It L fine to know what is; but it what is is destroying

our world and not achieving the manifest goals of our organization, we

must be taught what is in such a manner that we can move to change it.

This we have not done. The end of knowledge is not just to know; it is

to use that knowledge. We have forgotten that change requires setting

goals and selecting priorities, a subjective and value-laden process.

We have dehumanized the school administrator to the extent that he is

not supposed to impose his values but rather to protect bureaucratically

approved ones.
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We have failed to translate words into behavior. I have heard

professors at national meetings recite the Getzels model and illustrate

idiographic behavior with strictly nomothetic examples. I have seen

graduate students pr cent papers that are as dull as the ones that they

usually hear at conferences, full of words that they do not understand,

that they have heard but that they cannot translate into their own

ter "s5. We have failed, then, to develop a process for valuing among ad-

ministrative students, as we have failed to translate knowledge into ac-

tion. The student, therefore, has to go out on his first job and learn

the hard way.

We have forgotten that the milieu teaches 1-)re and teaches it more

indelibly than the teachers, the lessons, or the materials, which is

just as true for adults as it is for children. We have tried to teach

humanism in an inhuman context (the graduate school), equality in a

status-ridden context (the graduate school), responsibility in a non-

responsible context (the gradua. school), effectiveness in an ineffec-

tive context the graduate school), problem solving in a problem-denying

context (the graduate school), and authenticity in one of the phoniest

possible contexts (the graduate school). To educate effective adminis-

trators, we must create a graduate school that is congruent with our

objectives, or we shall never improve the American educational system.



DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING - -SO WHAT?

Rober7.: Gourley

I am here to talk about differentiated staffing. As William Wayson

indicated earlier, there is nothing new in education, but there are

fresh ways of organizing a staff; we are ttempting one in Beaverton,

Oregon. I want to share with you some of our ideas on what our differ-

entiated staffing means r.nd what its potential is for pupils.

We have defined differentiated staffing as "that staff utiliza-

tion based on teacher competence and responsibility which helps pupils

achieve specific behavioral objectives." In the next few minutes, I

will (1) iist some apparent weaknesses in present staffing patterns;

(2) outline tha :steps in our differentiated staffing project; (3) de-

_Tne the responsibilities of the participants; and (4) sketch the staff

organizat'ua of Alcha High School, the first pilot school.

Th following are some of the weaknesses in current staffing

patterns:

1. lucators have failed to capitalize on the talents and

knowledge that are available outside the profession.

2. The accepil mode of entry into education is only through a

college or university teacher preparation program.

3. The absence of career patterns in teaching is a major factor

Robert Gourley is Superintendent of Schools in Beaverton, Oregon.
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in the loss of highly competent personnel to administration
or positions outside education.

4. Teacher preparation in the traditional pattern has been pri-
marily a unilateral responsibility of the colleges.

5. Current instructional and learning effectiveness is less than
optimum.

6. Present staff u'-='4'a-ion requires that aLl teachers perform
the same tasks with little regard for training, level of com-
petence, experience, or interest.

7. Traditional programs in preservice and inservice training at-
tempt to prepare all personnel to perform the same tasks at
the same level of competency in all skill.

8. Students of education have had little or no opportunity to
participate as learners in the process of teaching befo,...-
stlident teaching or internship experience.

9. Traditional teaching programs have not been meaningful to dis-
advantaged students from a wide range of economic and social
levels.

The first shortcoming is that we really have not done a very good

job of capitalizing on the knowledge and talent available outside the

teaching profession itself. We bring in speakers on Law Day, and we

have somebody come in on Career Day, but for the most part we really do

not take advantage of the talents that exist outside the regularly em-

ployed teaching staff.

Second, at the present time, the accepted mode of entry into edu-

cation is only through university programs such as the teacher prepare-

ration program. There have been some breakthroughs in such programs

as Head Start, but we are talking about a kindergarten through twelfth

grade operation. You must go through a teacher education program before

you can come in and teach boys and girls.
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The third problem with the present pattern has to do with the ab-

sence of career patterns in teaching itself. This is a major factor in

the loss of many people into administration; and, as all of you know,

. there is absolutely no relationship between being a good administrator

and being a good teacher- -in fact, good teachers are liable to be poor

administrators, and vice versa.

The fourth weakness is that teacher preparation in the traditional

pattern has been plimarily the sole responsibility of the )liege. The

user ;-,,titutior 71.6, ..'ery anything, to say about the teacher

preparation patter-, It is T1T-tY 7 f..1 left L.. the hands of the uni-

versity to do that job.

We proceeded from the assumption that the current instructional

organizational program is less than optimum, which is always a safe

assumption. We think that perhaps the most important staffing problem

right now is that we expect all teachers to do similar things. If you

are one of a half-dozen high school mathematics teachers in your de-

partment, for the most part we expect every one of you to follow the

same pattern: Take thirty kids into the classroom for an hour and

talk to them; then, when the bell rings, send them out and take thirty

more; and so on with similar routing operations. So, from classroom

to classroom, you see similar teaching activities.

The traditional programs in preservice or inservice training, then,

have been geared to prepare all teachers to perform the same tasks at

the same level of competency.. Furthermore, students in schools of edu-

cation have little opportunity to participate in the process of teach

ing before the student teaching or internship experience. And given
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the kinds of teaching they receive in college courses, this can be a

serious problem!

Finally, it seems clear to us that disadvantaged kids gain little

from the traditional teaching programs. I see no need to belabor this

oint.

Our plan to attack these staffing problems is as follows:

Yc.7 Maker educatior_al needs as5e,, ment. StuLents, parenLs,
commu-liy :.1-om all walks of life, and educational
personnel will contribute to this assessment.

Step 2. Define and list appropriate behavioral objectives for

Children in grades one to twelve from a wide range of

social and economic levels. (We plan to do this as ob-

jectively as possible; however, in the affective domain,

we will settle for subjectivity and first approximations
at this time!)

Step 3. Define the skills, competence, tasks, and vehicles neces-
sarY to implement step 2.

SLr: Define the responsibility levels required of personnel
to implement step 3.

Step 5. Write job (work) descriptions that satisfy the responsi-
bility levels defined in step 4.

Step 6. Employ or train personnel in cooperation with participating
agencies to fill positions defined in step 5.

Step 7. Ise the personnel defined and hired (or in training) to
staff a pilot school (Aloha High Sehool).

Step 8. Evaluate and redesign as needed.

We then plan to implement
a differentiated staff model in a junior

hipb and/or elementary
school (repeating the steps listed above). When

models for these -.eels have been tested, we plan to implement the
models of differentiated staffing throughout our district. This assumes
a measurable, observable, degree of success in our project.
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The philosophy of differentiated staffing indicates to us that no

staffing modtal will be permanent, that individualized learning and in-

dividualized instruction are vital, and that "t` classIfoom" will have

as little geographic limitati. as -f':ossibla, e.g., am educational park

setting for schools where the conmumity, state, -2to. becone the "'-jai s

1:0cm", and where personnel fron.

PT('

The 'asponsibilities of the project participants are listed below:

1. Beaverton School District will administer the project and pro-

vl.de the following facilities and services:

a. The pilot schools (Lloha High School and a junior high or

elementary school). The Aloha High School staff and other

district personnel will

(1) Desr:_gn a differentiated staff morel cooperatively with

members of other 7arti^ipal-ng

LLfferentiated staff model.

(3) Provide data needed for the design of training and re-

training programs.

(4) Provide clinical field experience for educational

personnel.

b. A related adult and occupational educati-A program that

will involve the business, service,.and industrial con-

munities in the learning process.

c. An inservice program that will assist in the training and

retraining of personnel for differentiated roles.

2. The participating agencies will:

a. Assign college students from all levels and areas of in-

terest as members of a differentiated staff.

b. Assign interns to new roles in a differentiated staff.

c. Assign college and university faculty members to the dif-

ferentiated staff.
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d. Pro v-7.6.-2 a mocifiec. program for part-aizmc

m7--2 beyond rbe nofmai age

Ilrogr

id_ :)__iodic appraisal of the program.

f. Disseminate information about the program to the public

and profession.

g. Study
they

.e of educztioz..:1 pe177117.-.

this project and simf.lac- ac-

tivities throughout the nation.

Figure 1 it the rrtc,:.1-1 orgarto r at

It resemble r-rw corgi: with three broad domans--

"Ilan and the Social WOrld," "Nan and the Physical World," and "Man and

Work and Leisure." But, t'he retention of departments that feed into

t'::c domains is designed to overcome some of the disadvantages of the

core. The staff organization is illustrated in rig. 2.

Although I plan to go into further detail in our afternoon discus-

sion sessions, please keep one thing in mind: we use the words teacher

and teaching assistants in a very broad sense. Teachers may be plump-

ers, lawyers, economists, even college professors! Teaching assistants

may be interns, high school students, housewives, even skilled techni-

cians! The basic thrust: to expose boys and girls to a wide array qf

(we hope) stimulating, skilled adults and peers.
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Ad=inistration Ar1:3 Services

MAN
and the

PHYS,A1 WORLD:

Math
Science
English
Social Studies

etc.

and :-'1e

"JOCIAL -07ORLD:

Social Studies
Sciencs
Math
English
Fine Arts
heal th

etc.
MAN and

WORK and LEISURE:

Applied Arts
Business Ed.
P.E.

Math
English
Fine Arts

etc.

D.Tartments

Fig. Z.Organization of broad curriculum areas, Aloha High School
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DISTRICT :;OALS AND POLICY

PRINCIPAL

DIRECTOR OF
PUPIL

PERSONNEL

DIRECTOR OF
ADMINISTRATIVE

SERVICES

Implements guidance A Directs budget and
program, activity building managment;
program, and health responsible for all
services. Directs aspects of student
pupil registration. accounting; assumes

role of principal in
his absence.

CURRICULUM
SPECIALIST

(Department)

implements learning
experiences for students
in specific subd.?.ct area
(Math, English,
Science, etc.).
Services domains
as needed.

SECTOR OF
RESEARCH
AND

DEVELOPMENT

A Implements a con-
tinuous program of
e.,aluatioz4; coor-
dinates long-range
planning; conducts
research and inter-
prets other research
to the principal and
the staff.

1 INSTRUCTION 1

1 CONSULTANT
/%71 (Domain)

//Implements and
coordinates educational
specifications for a
broad curriculum area
(Physical World, Social
World, Work and Leisure)

TEACHERS 1

TEACHING ASSISTANTS
(All categories)

TEAM
COORDINATOR

TEACHERS IN
A TEAM

Each leadership position carries with it the obligation to seek consen-sus or make interim decisions at that level if grou? agreement is unat-tainable and an impasse obstructs the educational program.

Pig. 2--Differentiated staff experiment, Aloha High School



A NATIONAL STUDY OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

Thomas D. Marro and John Kohl*

Dr. Marro: It occurred to me while attending various meetings around

the country, such as the Council for Exceptional Children and our con-

sortiums, that we talk a great deal about local administrators of spe-

cial education, and we debate about what they ought to have in the way

of training and background. However, we know very little about them,

except that they supervise programs at the local school district level,

the county and intermediate unit level, and the cooperative board lev-

el (such as Illinois and New York have). Since we train them, we ought

to know more about them. Many studies have been conducted concerning

principals, superintendents, social studies teachers, etc.; we felt

that we ought to conduct a study of the administrator of special educa-

tion. We submitted our proposal to the Bureau for the Education of the

Handicapped, and it was funded.

I would like to begin by describing our procedure, some aspects of

which are already in progress. First, we had to obtain lists of naves

of these local administrators (and let ma tell you, it is worth our

$50,000 just to report the experience of getting names from all the

Thomas D. Marro is Coordinator of the Special Ei.cation Administra-
tion Program at Pennsylvania State University.

John Kohl is an Associate Professor in the Department of Education,
Policy Studies, at Pennsylvania State University.
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fifty states). Although Oregon, for example, provided us with a list

right away, several states did not have such lists. In fact, our own

state of Pennsylvania did not have a list of the supervisors of its

special education programs at the local level.

In one state, the state director, who was new, said, "I don't

have a list like tnat, but I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll send an

administrative memo to every county superintendent and ask him to send

you a booklet (they have booklets listing all the personnel in the

county); and while they're sending you one, I'm going to ask them to

send ne one so that I can have a list, too."

We telephoned every state director to explain our study and the

kind of special education administrators we were interested in. Then

we sent out a questionnaire. Our questionnaire was a two-phased one.

The first part was a double postcard on which there were four or five

questions. The postcard served as a screening device to determine

those who would receive the main questionnaire.

The main questionnaire had questions relative to background, ex-

perience, training, attitude, etc. We ended up with about 78 questions.

If we get the kind of response we hope for, we will have some interest-

Ing information. (One of the reasons we wished to be here war. to ask

you to remind the local-level special education administrators you know

to respond to our questionnaire as soon as possible.)

After we analyze our results and do some preliminary evaluation,

we will twice bring a distinguished panel of special education adminis-

trators to Pennsylvania State University to guide us in the evaluation
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and use of our information. We hops :Aix study will contribute to Jour

pro:d special education programing.

Because I can only be involved in this study 25 percent of my

tire, due to commitments in other federal projects, I needed soul strong

research assistants. Fortunately, I went to our college research bureau,

which is headed by Dr. John Kohl; he will tell 7ou something about the

design of the study.

Dr. Kohl: As I reviewed the literature in special education, I found

that most of your research efforts, using the analogy of the theatre,

have looked at the audience. In our production we look at the actors,

the t:cenery, and the roles, trying to see how the actors interact with

the producer, the director, the stage hands, the crew, etc. So our

study should be unique in that respect, giving us information that we

do not currently have about the administrator of special education.

A colleague of mine at Pennsylvani,. State University took a poke

at you in the April 1970 issue of Exceptional Children's Journal., indi-

cating that he felt many productive lines of inquiry had not been uti-

lized in special education. I think he zfost have read our proposal

prospectus before he wrote that, because we do strive to look at some

of the issues he posed to you.

In our study we glance at group processes. We try to treat the

world of the special education administrator as a social system with

subsets. We look at the decisionmaking process--how the administrator

interacts with influential policy makers, how policy is determined.

We are trying to paint a very broad landscape, so that those of you
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who are interested in the role of the special education administrator

will have much information to choose from. We are addressing, really,

three audiences: we hope to somehow stimulate administrators in spe-

cial education to look at their own professional image; we hope to

have some kind of effect on the training programs in universities

training special education administrators; ai,d finally, we hope to en-

tice research scholars from other areas to take a look at this par-

ticular area, to become interested in exploring, as 7y colleague said,

a rather virgin territory.

Realistically, we expect to have the Effect not of the bomb, but

rather the fallout. We hope that the information we gather will stimu-

late some of your graduate students to do their dissertations in this

area. We hope to take some Tentative looks at organizational theory

through role behavior. We will examine some of the bureaucratic func-

tions that special educators are involved in: offices, status, role ex-

pectations, competencies, knowledge, etc.

Again, we will look at administration as a social process, probing

to a limited extent into the structure, function, and operation of the

system. We will look at decisionmaking as the decisionmaker (we hope

this is the special education administrator) interacts with the policy

setters. We expect to have a wealth of information, much of which, un-

. fortunately, we will not be able to fully explore at the present time.

There are a number of personal characteristics that interact with the

data, e.g., age, sex, experience, training, and attitude.
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Tentatively, we have identified 1800 potential administrators of

special education. (In our study, an administrator of special educa-

tion is defined as one who spends at least 50 percent his time in

administration and supervision and has at least two or more of the eight

categories of exceptionality in his charge.) Most of our information

will be put on computer tape, which we will share with the bureau. We

hope this information will be available to those of you who are inter-

ested for reanalysis. One possible use of this tape that we had not

anticipated would be in compiling a national directory of local admin-

istrators of special education.

We will attempt to disseminate our findings as widely as possible.

We are asking for time and space at meetings of the American Education-

al Research Association (AERA) and the American Association of School

Administrators (RASA) and at some of your own meetings. I think this

is Just a beginning in this area. We know that we will probably be

criticized for lack of sophistication in some of the analyses, and that

we will not deal with many of the things that might be done; but at

least it will be a beginning. We hope it will be of interest to most

of you.



INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

William Deterline*

Featuree

It is unfortunate that the word technology conjures forth a vari-

ety of images completely unrelated to instructional technology. Some

people believe that instructional technology means the mechanical de-

struction of human feelings, values, and subjective judgments. To

others it means ignoring students as humans. And some believe that

instructional technology is an elusive something-or-other that is not

only antiteacher but
anti-present-day-education. What, then, is it?

Instructional technology is a hard nosed, slightly ,:lynical approach to

the design and implementation of those processes and events that make

up instruction in any setting, whether education or training oriented,

for all kinds of students.

The instructional technologist is data oriented. He is always

skeptical of the view that what we are doing now is the best of which

we are capable. Ins addition, he asks for evidence that we do in fact

accomplish that. we say we accomplish. To the teacher who says that he

teaches creativity, insight, judgment, or positive attitudes, the in-

structional technologist will say, "Prove it to me." He does not ask

questions just to be hostile or intellectuaa y impressive. His concern
..11.

William Deterline is a research psychdlogist with DeterlineAssociates, Los Altos, California.
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is char instructional objectives be accomplished and that their ac-

complishment constitute demonstration. Unfortunately, the instruc-

tional technologist often finds a teacher's reply frustrating, e.g.,

"I can't provide any evidence, but I just know"; or "I don't really

have any interest in looking any further, or trying to change what I'm

doing, in the hopes of doing better and being able to prove it!"

An instructional technologist holds the simple view that if a

thing is worth doing, it is worth doing ,:72.11; and that some type of

evidence can be produced indicating that it really was done. He is,

himself, directly involved in instruction or instructional design and

delopment. He might be a classroom teacher, a materials developer,

a research psychologist, an educational researcher, a curriculum or

evaluation specialist, or an educational administrator, What makes him

an instructional technologist is his empirical approach to instruction

and his complete acceptance of the notion o accountability.

Accountability in instruction has several facets. First, account-

ability means that the components of instruction, all of them, must be

held accountable for the successes and--what is more important--for the

failures of the students entrusted to them. It is not enough to attrib-

ute failure to deficiencies of intelligence, motivation, attitude, or

effort on the part of students, when the sources of instruction are ac-

countable for the results. Second, accountability must involve more

than the simple assignment of blame for failure. It must lead to the

detailed identification of every detail of failure, the elements of in-

struction that failed, and an empirical development of something better

and more effective. Third, accountability will probably require (1) a
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series of revisions; (2) detailed evaluations of the instruction in

terms of its results; and (3) a reliance on data--objective where pos-

sible, subjective where necessary--but data in a systematic form.

Educational research is not necessarily instructional technology

oriented, but instructional research is, of necessity, a critical ele-

ment of instructional technology. Muei of educational research is

interested in the question, Which does better, the experimental group

or the control group? Instructional research, however, is more inter-

ested in the question, What did we try to do, and how close did we

come to doing it? The contrast is between the ideal and the achieve-

ment, between the intended and the actual learning outcomes. If the

actual results fall short of the hoped-for results, then it does not

matter very much whether those results were significantly better than

method or material A, B, C, or Z.

The instructional technology approach does not ridicule pure and

basic research. Obviously, there is always a need for research on

basic variables and functional relationships. Thirty years ago the

Manhattan Project, utilizing the results of decades of basic research,

embarked on an applied research effort with a specific applied goal.

The Apollo Project also drew on basic research to accomplish an engi-

neering goal. Without the basic research data, neither of these mas-

sive, applied efforts could have been successful. On the other hand,

the basic research by itself did not accomplish the two major applica-

tions until the applied efforts themselves were carried out as applied

research projects.
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Educational technology, as those of us who call ourselves instruc-

tional technologists define it is a meeting ground for several ap-

proaches, disciplines, and methodologies. Perhaps the most influential,

both directly and as a catalyst, is the empirical ,behaviorism. of

B.F. Skinner and his direct contribution, programed instruction. Ef-

fective programing, first of all, is not possible without operational

definitions of the student's terminal behaviors Second, the above re-

quirement implies instructional objectives, perhaps the most powerful

tool of the instructional technologist. Third, programs also require

guided and directed responding by students. Long before the first pro-

gram was written, every teacher knew that active, interacting students

learn more and learn better than passive or noninteracting students.

Knowing it and doing something about it, however, are two different

things! Programed texts, and some of the more recent multimedia pro-

grams, including interactive lectures and programed lesson plans for

teachers, generate an interaction that can be guided, modified, and

adapted in a fashion that no student ever saw twenty years ago.

Programed instruction is only one contributor to instructional

technology, The systems engineering approach to the design and devel-

opment of any complex task has also contributed to instructional tech-

nology. Whether developing an instructional component or set of

components, or managing instruction by those same components, a quality

control element, i.e., a continuous evaluation that measures actual

progress against planned progress, is a necessity. The consequences of

one step are used for revising and correcting that step or the steps
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that led to it. Man can hardly build or manage a television set, com-

puter, or complex missile system without a control element. Many of

the features of the systems engineering approach are directly relevant

to instruction: keeping track of what happened with what results, and

keeping track of what worked or went wrong.

What about hardware: Is hardware a necessary contributor to in-

structional technology? We find many hardware manufacturers encourag-

ing the idea that instructional devices, or rather informing devices,

are the critical elements of instructional technology, although the

instructional technologist constantly says, "No, hardware is neither

necessary nor sufficient to our approach."

We have all attended educational conferences and conventions where

evidence of this attitude is pervasive. For example, a few months ago

I attended a major convention; in its vast exhibits arena I saw a sign

advertising "The latest in Educational Technology." Of course that at-

tracted my attention, so I hurried to the booth to see this new marvel.

It was a television camera! And instructional technology is not a T.V.

camera. Instructional technology is a philosophy, a point of vLew, a

process, methodology, an empirical approach to instruction.

I do not reject hardware, but I do reject calling hardware instruc-

tional devices. Instructional implies something that may or may not

be accomplished by the device. Whatever the device might be, it can

present information in various forms, but whether it deczerves to be

called an instructional device is an empirical question. The same is

true of so-called instructional materials such as textbooks and work-
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books: when learning occurs, we can call them instru::Lf.o devices;

without evidence of learning, they are only presentation devices.

Perhaps the most influential feature of instructional ,Jchnology

is the instructional objective. Without specifications detailing

exactly what we are trying to produce, certain instructir decisions

lack precisiw-.; as a result, evaluation involves more guesswork than

it should. Instructional programing uncovered the necessity and value

of objectives. And as the systems approach entered instructional de-

sign and implementation, the system engineer's demand for specifica-

tions--of desired output and results, and of the precise step that is

to accomplish each result--made perfect sense.

Actually, my position may sound like a simple and obvious one; but

not everyone can accept it comfortably. I have discussed instructional

and educational research, programed instruction, the systems engineer-

ing approach, and instructional objectives to illustrate the measur-

able components that make the accountability notion workable and

practical. Teaching has a purpose, with identifiable and measurable

consequences. If a student or group of students is subjected to some

event that is supposed to produce a consequence, but does not, should

that event be called teaching or instruction? If a teacher, book, or

film presents information to students, bait they leara nothing as a re-

sult of that experience, were they taught? They were -Informed, they

were told, information was presented, 1,-.ut how can we justify saying

that they were taught? An instructional technologist generally makes

a distinction between the processes of presentir2 information and
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instructing. If there is evidence that the presentation resulted in

students achieving certain objectives, then there is some basis for

identifying that presentation as instruction. Within this framework,

there is a logical flaw in such statements P4 "I taught them) but they

didn't learn"; or "Unfortunately, the students couldn't learn from

that instructional film"; or "That teaching device does a beautiful

job. No, I don't know how well students learn from it; we haven't used

it yet in the classroom."

The empirical viewpoint asks, In the absence of data indicating

that an event or component produces learning, why call it instructional,

or refer to it as teaching? If the data do not indicate Chet it teaches,

then accountability requires that we make whatever changes are neces-

sary to make it do what it is meant to do. Then we can all feel more

comfortable. We will be able to justify the label instruction, not on

faith alone, but on evidence that students did learn what the presenta-

tion was supposed to teadh.

Developments in Instructional Technology

The U.S. Office of Education, more than any one discipline or group

of professionals, is responsible for the appearance and growth of in-

structional technology. Sometime during the past twenty years, the

mission and philosophy of the Office of Education underwent a profound

change, There was a time when it seemed to exist only to support pro-

fessors caught up in the publish or perish syndrome. There seemed to

be little concern for applied research, implementation, or dissemination
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programs. Suddenly, however, the Office of Education was given power-

ful tools with first the National Defense Education Act, and later

with the Elementary aid Secondary Education Act. Other congressional

acts folioed, and a highly competent staff was assembled, who learned

quickly how to use those tools. Now the Office of Education wanted to

results, and to see them in the schools, not in the publications

listings of educational researchers.

During the past year I visited many institutions where we could

have expected instructional technology to have taken hold, where the

limits of this empirical approach to instruction should be under inves-

tigation and application. Some. of the things I saw were impressive,

exciting, and encouraging; some were appalling and depressing. Teach-

er education in many places, including some of our most prestigious

universities, is still based, apparently, on the assumption that inform-

ing is teaching. Where this assumption holds, the emphasis is placed

on presentation skills, platform techniques, and the assembling and

presenting of information. These procedures might well be critical,

but concentration on teacher classroom activities alone is not enough.

Some teacher-training institutions apparently continue to accept the

notion that an interesting and technically accurate presentation is all

that is required of a teacher, and that any failures in learning belong

to the student. But at many other places, accountability has become

the name of the game, and teaching is defined principally in terms of

results, i.e. changes in student performance. Instructional objectives

have also entered teacher education, not only as a tool teachers must
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learn to use, but also as a method of designing teacher training it-

self. That is a major change, one that appears necessary as the de-

mands placed on teachers change and expand.

Textbooks in educational methods and educational psychology have

always talked about the importance of student-centered instruct' .in,

of approximating individualized instruction, and the impractical no-

tions of the ungraded school, individual progress advancement, and in-

dividual learning paths. These ideas are so appealing because learning

is very individual; grouping students together and treating them in the

same way does not change the individual nature of learning.

Dr. Robert Gagne assumes the position that we must learn to pro-

vide individualized instruction that is matched with each student and

with the requirements of the objectives. Gagne discusses the nonadap-

tive nature of most teaching, which tends to rely on the same methods,

materials, and conditions, disregarding the academic and behavioral

objectives. Gagne believes that the data clearly indicate that differ-

ent types of learning require different types of instruction. Further,

he believes that instruction can only be accomplished for certain types

of objectives in a completely individualized setting.

Although there had been experiments in individualized instruction,

no major experimental move took place until five or six years ago.

Many school systems, armed with the powerful tools of instructional ob-

jectives and the empirical, accountability approach, used foundation

or federal (and, in some cases, their own) funds, and embarked on major

individualization projects. Dr. Jack Edling, of Teadhing Research,
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Monmouth, Oregon, recently completed a two-year study of individualized

instruction in the public schools. Re identified some !dx hundred

school systems with major individualization efforts and prepared de-

tailed case studies on for'-,7-six of them. I recently visited some of

these schools and, as Dr. Edling noted, it was interesting to see the

variety of approaches that have been developed. Instructional objec-

tives are a common denominator, but beyond that, the differences are

more striking than the similarities. Some schools have individualized

within grades, while some have individualized only one or two grades.

Some schools are completely ungraded; others are ungraded only for cer-

tal, subje.cts, such as a math sequence.

Individualized instruction does work, and it is interesting to

watch it in action. There are no hard data yet to indicate that indi-

vidualized instruction is any major improvement, but the people involv-

ed, including the students, generally feel that it is. Teachers say

they now work harder and do more managing and tutoring than ever before;

but, although the work is harder, they also say it is more gratifying

and more visibly successful.

Programed instruction, which many people had written off a number

of years ago, is still very much with us. There are programed texts

and programed multimedia packages of many kinds, programed seminars,

programed class discussions, programed lesson plans, and programed

laboratory classes. With programed media, objectives are used to de-

sign the presentation, and the students are in some manner required to

respond to the information as it is presented. The presentations are
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tested and revised until they do help most students learn most of the

objectives. Most programed materials are empirically developed and

designed as interactive tutorials. Here again, the instructional tech-

nologist avoids assuming that anything works. No matter how strongly

the author or subject matter specialists might feel about the instruc-

tional value, of an untested presentation, the instructional technolo-

gist requires data, the only relevant data being student performance.

Most of the fifteen Regional Educational Laboratories use the same

empirical approach. They are less concerned with conducting basic re-

search than in developing materials, methods, and systems. One of the

directors told me that it is difficult to find graduates from our gradu-

ate schools of education who have learned anything about applied re-

search, development, and implementation. Moreover, most education

graduate students have not been taught to use the results of research

as a basis for revision and improvement.
Apparently, all graduates have

learned to view research as a means of answering, Which is better, A or

B, the experimental or control treatment? The literature is full of

reports that A is better than B at the .001 level, althowft e:,:amination

of the group means reveals that neither group learned very much at all!

The research that the laboratories are primarily engaged in asks

a different question: If A represents the objectives we want our stu-

dents to achieve, and B represents their actual achievement resulting

from a presentation or material, how can we make B match A? It is in-

teresting to note that materials that have been developed empirically

have data indicating exactly where the strengths and weaknesses are and
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school, has data about the materials being used (and we usually do not

have data about intuitively developed materials), action can be taken

to strengthen the weak parts of the instruction. The teacher's flexi-

bility is effective for thi:, purpose.

One of the new roles teachers are learning in individualized in-

struction settings is h relegate the in function to other

materials and media, The teacher then supplements her program with

other materials. She is free to diagnose and evaluate progress and

problems and to help students individually or as a group. A teacher's

potential to be flexible and adaptive is sharply restricted when she

is reonsible for disseminating vast amounts of information while she

is trying to teach.

instructional Adjuncts

I maintained earlier that hardware is not synonymous with instruc-

tional technology, but that it is an adjunct to be utilized where it is

advantageous. For example, the computer is a most attractive type of

hardware with capabilities for education. Where instruction isindi-

vidualized, then record keeping, scheduling of students and instruc-

tional resources, test scoring, diagnostic and remedial assignments,

and other requirements suggest using the computer.

The most glamorous role for the computer is computer-assisted in-

struction (CAI), ranging from tutorial teaching to drill and practice

following initial teaching by another means. However, too many practical
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and applied questions remain to be answered before the eventual roles

of CAI can be determined. Another, perhaps more promising, and prac-

tical, role for the computer is computer-managed instruction, which can

range from simple record keeping to diagnostic scheduling, as well as

scheduling and selection of tracks, media, and materials based on a

cumulative evaluation of student progresF, The computer has no magic

that will make instructional technology unnecessary, but certainly the

computer is a potentially powerful tool for solving many data storage
and retrieval problems, such as the storage and retrieval of student

data and instructional
information, which create problems for instruc-

tional ...chnology. Another problem is that most audio-visual equip-
ment and materials are used less frequently

fl-Lan they ought to be. It

is sometimes just too much trouble to arrange for the proper materials

and equipment to be available at the appropriate time and place.

There are many logistics problems &asociated with the use of

audio-visual materials. One solution is the radia desk or media class-

room, which involves keeping a complete set of all devices used in the

school available at a1 times in each classroom. The teacher needs

only to obtain the software from the library. This simplifies teach-
ing tasks somewhat but balloons the budget requirements, since -host of

the devices it idle most of the time. Another approach, also quite

expensive, is the use of dial-access
retrieval systems. Dial-access

use:: the familiar
telephone dial and related relays or conpu*:sr. The

Leather, or student, can, by dialing a number, activate a video tape

recorder, audio tape recorder, or motion picture projector. The audio
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or audio-visual presentation is then fed to television monitors or

speakers located in the classroom or student carrell. Instructional

television and dial-access appear to have considerable promise for

both group and individualized instruction. However, neither dial-

access, with its elegant electronic capabi3ities, nor television, with

its multimedia properties--and not even the computer, with its power- -

can transform ineffectual presentational materials into effective in-

st uctional materials.

Testing concepts also must change; many now see a greater place

for criterion-referenced testing than for our more traditional norm -

referenced tests in the future. The priu1a function of a normr-refer-

enced test is to discriminate among students so that we can then iden-

tify their relative achievement. From a norm-referenced test, it is

not generally possible to get a complete answer to the question, Can

this student do everything described by the objectives? But a criterion-

referenced test is designed to answer exactly this question--and not in

relative but in absolute terms.

Accountability, individualized instruction, and empirical -levelop-

ment all require criterion-referenced tests. Sampling o; rctives and

revising items to make them as discriminating as possible is not enough

from a criterion-referenced point of view.

Some of the early proponents of programed instruction startled the

teaching community by claiming that programs would eventually replace

teachers. Similar claims have been made about. the computer and tele

vision. Actually, what did evolve was a changing role for teachers.
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Some of the activities required of teachers can be replaced by other

materials, rredia, and methodologies. Teachers then can spend their

tit doing what computers, television, and programed packages cannot
d6: they can function as guides, models,

tutors, friends, helpera,

diagnosticians, flaxible and adaptive counselors; and, as mentioned

earlier, they can supplement and support other components. of instruc-

tion. Not every teacher will be able to do all of these with equal
skill and competence; perhaps differentiated teacher functions will
have to be identified

so that teachers will specialize in he areas

of their greatest competence. This kind of consideration waS not

necessary when the teacher was responsible for doing everything in the
teacher - centered classroom.

Motivation and Reward

Motivation and reward, two of the basic concepts in all theories

of learning and in all theories of education, ara frequently attscked

by eupiriciSts. Too often, in education, the naive assumption is made
that the responsibility

for motivation belongs to the student; if he is
not motivated, the blame falls on him. This view takes its most ex-

treme form when a student is expected to remain "highly motivated to
learn" even in the face of repeated failures, dull, tedious, and incom-

prehensiule instruction, and subjectE ,emingly irrelevant tc his future
or the world he x..11 live in, All of ::his is expecting too much. Ac-
onuntability applies here as well: no matter how one defines motive--

t,on, all the components of instruction must be held accountable for
generating and maintaining motivation among students.
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Success is a powerful motivator for additional success, but fail-

ure is not; and neither is -,eat of failure if the student has no

real alternatives to follow that can leas him to success. Our views on

rewards have been iusL as naive as those on motivation: tie idea that

learning is its reward mi;,ht well hold for some successful 1.araers,

but if a student cannot see any value, en :ment, application, rele-

vance, or meaning in something he is learning, it is unlikely that

learning succeuc in itself will be very reinforcing.

Dr. W tlam Glasser's controversial book, Sc;:ools

says, among other things, that our schools are most successful at teach-

ing failure--at teaching students not only to expect fail,; but to

view themselves as failures. Our schools do not provide enc,ugh sys-

tematic ,!perience in being successful.

Glasser is not alone in viewing the schools as iailing in the

areas of motivation and influencing students' self-images. Ten years

ago the educational structure was not very much concerned about dropouts.

k dropout was viewed too only as a nuisance whose departure was

viewe with some relief: "I'm glad he's gone; he was nothing but

trouble. Now we can concentrate on the good students who remain."

The dropout was a write-off. Now, using all of _he technology, intui-

tion, and methods nvaila:)le to us, we are, here and there, trying to do

something concrete for dropouts. We -,re not trying to pick up the

pieces af: act of drcp; but before, to convert the fail-

ing student to a successf'l of do this requires changes in moti-

vation and reward, L. toles, and an emphasis on individualized

instruction and accountability.
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Concaion

Instructional technology is not concerned with change for the sake

of change alone. Modern education has evolved with many empirically

untested assumption:. We h fe too long relied on hope e_nd faith when

data could tell us whether or not our faith was justified or our hopes

realized. We have assumed that certain things are true, necessary, and

appropriate. We have done things to studel-ts in the name of many high-

sounding ideas, without finding cut empirically if we have helped,

harmer or Lffected the student in any way. An empirical approach to

education, vita all its compley and difficult responsibilities, should

help us identify its strengths and weaknesses so that we can protect

the fol.mer and strengthen or replace the Latter. ,Apparently, judging

inn the data that are already available, -here are ways of going about

educating students that are better than the war ; we have been using.

The empirical ra;:r.idolog of the instructional technologist appears to

be a very effective method of specifying these methods and putting them

into practice. At some point the key decision must be made: Is it

wort.i the headaches and problems that accompany a major change? Can

we afford not to change? fast we avoid change in order to avoid the

risk that the. whole structure might collapse The se. are not. easy ques-

tions. If you are faced with these questions, in a small way or on a

major scale, I hope that you will examine the data relative to all al-

terna; ives and visit some of tt.a places to which I have referred. Look

carefully at what happens to students, teachers, and schools, Do not

expect perfection, but do expect to be impressed.



IMPLEMENTING RESEARCH FINDINGS ON ARCHITECTURAL
AND ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATES

*
Calvin W. Taylor

Much of education could be described as pulpit centered and knowl-

edge dispensing, in which the students do not get focused on very often.

As .a result, their eyes are on us, but too often Cheir heads and t;.;eir

hearts are not with us. In return for what we do to them, they fre-

quently give us only "eye service."

This was well illustrated by a young girl who had been in first

grade for just a few weeks. One evening when she cane home, Daddy asked,

"What happened at school today?" And she said, "Oh, I had a very inter-

esting experience. We were planting flowers in pots in the classroom

and we ran out of dirt, so the teacher gave me an empty pot and sant me

outside. And, you know, Daddy, while I was outside filling this pot, I

suddenly realized that I was all aloneand 1 could have escaped!"

The M.iltiple TaZent Teaching Approach

First, let us consider some of our research on human talents, since

the outcomes could shake up certain traditional notions in special edu-

cation. If we can "tur- on" several different talents in students and
get a profile o these talents, we get quite a different picture across

Calvin .4.*Itylor is p Professor in the Department of Psychology atthe University of Utat,_
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talents for each student. If kindle only one talent, we will get 50

percent above average and 50 percent average (if ve sat -lie average

at 50 percent, the median). If we ac,_ivate two talents, we will find

that about b7 percent of the students are above average at least one

of the two tal.mts. For three z.alents, the percentage will be in the

70s; for four, in the 80s; for five, in the hi ;h z30,-;; 7nd for six, we

will arrive at the 90s. Almost all students will be nbove average in

at 1._ast.. one of six 1.1ortant talents--a surprising, but wonderful,

fin ling.

Looking at it the other way, the number who will be below average

and tend to remain there in one talent will be 50 percent. For two tal-

ents, the percent will be- in the high 60s, and so on until there will be

about 90 percent who will be below average in at least one of the six

taleits. In other words, almost everyone is above average and almost

everyone is below average in at least one of the six talent areas.

There are very few who will stay below average in everything; almost

everyone will be above average in something, if we lust extend the num-

ber of different talents to six or more.

Ii we take the top 10 percent as highly gifted, we are doomed to

have only 10 percent highly gil'ted in our educational
si,:stems when we

emphasize only one talent -- acting as if general intelligence (i.e. , aca-

demic talent) is the only talent that exists. But if we are willing to

consider other talents, we can increase the number of gifted. For ex-
ample, by considering three talents, we can double the number; and we

can triple t:Le number who
are highly gifted if we increase to six tal-

entswhich is extremely valuable.



Furthermore, as we have learned many times, if teachers an func-

tion differently, then students can function differently. ?Guth are

r-,,ady to use their many talents, whenever the establishment is ready to

provide new opportunities. If teachers conceive of themselves as talent

developers, and students as having multiple potential talents, then all

these talents can be "turned oa" and can function instead of being almost

all dormant or stifled during the students' entire educational careers.

Moreover, students can acquire subject matter using these different

talents as ways of processing information (knowledge). They thereby

acquire such knowledge by processing it in each or any of these different
talent ways. Instead of everyone acquiring subject matter using only

the first column of talents shout in Table 14, we propose to scatter and

broaden stildents' experiences by having them acquire different kinds of

knowledge by different kinds of talents. One of many such possible cur-

ricula is illustrated in Table

What happens to students is shown in a clever illustration that

came out of one of my classes when one artistic student did not write

down exactly what I said. Instead, he recorded it as totem pole pictures,

which he dubbed the Taylor Talent Totem Trees. This profile, 1).._;ured

in Fig. 1, illustrates that almost ali students can have a smi'.a on

their faces at some time and almost all students can frown at some time

if teachers wili be talent developers across at least six different

talents. In such a classroom, students will take turns frowning and

smiVig across different talents, in contrast with a one-talent-only

classroom, wherry only a few are smilers, leaving
the others to be



Talen: Proc.,2sses

Content

Acquired

Aca- Crc- Pa- Decision- Fore-

demic can1on nri 2.1ing casting trier Hours

1,.mguage

Arts 3
3

Social
:Studies 3 3

humanities 3

Arts

czA

3

;cieaces 3 3

j
P-nycal

3

Tctai Ho'crs

J

Table i.
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DISTR,.311ELON OF 24 CLASS HOURS UTILIZING DIFFERENT T:,1NTS

Talent Processes

Content

Acquircj
Aca-
demic

Cre-
ative

Communi-
cation

)1an-

n-ng
Decision-

making

Fore-

casting Otaer
Tota.
Hours

Language
1 2 _ - - - 3

Socin1
Stdies - 1 i - 3

Humanities 2 :_ I - 1

Arts

o1o=a1
- 1 1 - - - 1 3

'-;c!ience 1 - 1 - 1 - - 3

Pnysical
Sciences 1 i - 1 - - -

athamat:ics 1 - 1 1 -

Other - - - 1 1 - - 2

CotaL iiuurs 5 5 3 4 2 24
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Fig, L--Tay,:,or Talent Totem Pes

frowner (who perhaps continually frown until they drop out one way or

another.

To illustrate from actual classroom experience, one teacher recent-

ly sketched all twenty-eight of her students, showing how they bounce

around, being high on some totem poles, in the middle on others, and

perhaps low on others. Figure 2 3hows the first alphabetical subgroup



of seven of her students;
?vu will notice that the top

two are very nur..1

alike in the first c.
Inc but very different in the

second one. this is

str In and imporAt example.
Notice also them every tine you try

a new talent, there is
a tendency for those previously

high or low to

move towari the middle of the
next totem pole, Some at the bottom go up

and sore at :he ton
come COOT,, ,Ich lea-es

tor at both enhs to be

._led in by others. The cuey-hire, ir: at the ottr. of the
12'..t-

most talent pole is pot too mro ing antul one tuies her in at least

five or Si,: talents,
it is great to Hnally

discover fnat she is aver-

age or even above average in someth'ng,
and is do fact quite prrdsing.

ar case Tustrhtes nfo.-.'lv the generalization
that alr.os: all students

will be above aye e ir sogg:hing.
Furthermore, they acquire rote

subject :,otter as a by-product hf
practicing their different talents

than if we only have them
use their academic talent,

idividolly, they

will generally acquire knowledge
at an above-average rate with

their beau

.e :ant, at about an average rare .ilh talents
where they are ih the

middle, and at a below-average
rate in their lowest talent,

Yter someone commented
that this talent totem pole

model is too

static, we built a tore dynamic
In this model,

the teacher must learn to make the wheel spin so that
different talent

spokes are used, and thereby
different talents in students are "turn:

!s the teacher turns the talent
wheel, different talents cove

into acti a and function,
,A turn, in students,

The teaher is chal-

leaod to the c.
drner and move the wohle." The teacher ha

the

one .,;4o 'turns
1..rferent talents in students in the classroom,

Very few of the recent so-called
innovations in education have

down to where mun if
any difference occurs in students,

In shorg

cw7es,., this talent-developer approach does
reach the students, Tne



can :nrn the ...;heel arL.,und and tIlere-ey " a kid or 7::'s a

"Lsr.2"'' fortur..;" for k-ids; as the whe,..-1 1.-.1s, the take

:_uras . toward :-e to _nel tcwara the bottom. c6ar. :ike

best is "A turn a day keeps the failures away."

This is therefore a program in which almost all students are

"doomed" to succeed. That is, they are fated have at least one real

zalen: opportunity to succeed. And progrrt will g,Te a fu12.er in-

t_,Ilectual life to the physically handicapped because they will nave a

dance to 'lop many more of their intellectual possibilities. We,

t()o, COn find :tore intellectual activities in whirl the physically handi-

cappe;] not he handicappedways in which they can function well.

can 7ive a richer life :.o e-..o.ryone in the classroor,1 and prepare him

for a m..Dre rewarding care-.r and a fuller life style.

'Of Pc:Go-7,a

An experdenue with :Try students in a class on "designing for people"

miznr_ further clarify my viewpoints and approaches. :'.1v requirement is

that. students produce a new idea of their own 9.3 d ...erm paperwith no

iiarar search or patent sear i involved. Just thei awn L:2.W idea is to

?resel._ed in writing and in a tftree-minute. oral report. One student

..egan ilia ..)resentation by saying that "the dictionary defines alo:rr.r2 as

a state of emergencyand that is a hack of a way to wake up!" He had

decided that whenever possible, people should awaken by their natural

awakening processes. If they ever had to get up earlier than they would

a....,aken naturally, he would design an environmental system that would let



and use of our information. We hope oui s:.,aiy will contribute to ism

proved special education programing.

Because I can only be involved in this study 25 percent of my

time, due to commitments in other federal projects, I needed some strung

research assistants. Fortunately, I went to our college research b._::eau,

which is headed by Dr. John. Kohl; he will tell you something about the

design of the study.

Dr. Kohl: As I reviewed the literature in ;special education, I found

that most of your research efforts, using the analogy of the theatre,

have looked at the audience. In Our production we look at the actors,

the scenery, and the roles, trying to see how the actors interact with

the producer, the director, the stage hands, the crew, etc. So our

study should be unique in that respect, giving us information that wa

do not currently have about the administrator of special education.

A colleague of mine at Pennsylvania State University took a poke

at you in the April 1970 issue of Exceptional Children'a Journal, indi-

cating that he felt many productive lines of inquiry had not been uti-

lized in special education. I think he must have read our proposal

prospeczus before he wrote that, because we do strive to look at some

of the issues he posed to you.

In our study we glance at group processes. We try to treat the

world of the special education administrator as a social system with

subsets. We look at the decisionmaking process--how he administrator

interacts with influential policy makers, how policy is determined.

We are trying to paint a very broad landscape, so that those of you



who are interested in the role of the special education administrator

will have much information to choose from. We are addressing, really,

three audiences: we hope to somehow stimulate administraton in s7)e-

cial education to look at their own professional image; we hope to

have some kind of effect on the training prograzs in universities

training special education administrators; and finally, we hope to en-

tice research scholars from other areas to take a look at this par-

ticular area, to become interested iii exploring, as my colleague said,

a rather virgin territory.

Realistically, we expect to have the effe:t not of the bomb, but

rather the fallout. We hope that the information we gather will stimu-

late some of your graduate students to do their dissertations in this

area. We hope to take some tentative looks at organizational theory

through role behavior. We will examine some of the bureaucratic func-

tions that special educators are involved in: offices, status, role el-

pectations, competencies, knowledge, etc.

Again, we will look at administration as a social process, probing

to a limited extent into the structure, function, and operation of the

system. We will look at decisionmaking as the decisionmaker (we hope

this is the special education administrator) interacts with the policy

setters. We expect to have a wealth of information, much of which, un-

. fortunately, we will not be able to fully explore at the present time.

There are a number of personal characteristics that interact with the

data, e.g., age, sex, experience, training, and attitude.



Tentatively, we have identified 1800 potential administrators of

special education. (In our study, an administrator of special educa-

tion is defined as one who spends at least 50 percent of his time in

administration and supervision and has at least two or more o the eight

categories of exceptionality in his Charge.) Most of our information

will be put on computer tape, which we will share with the bureau. We

hope this information will be available to those of you who are inter-

ested for reanalysis. One possible use of this tape that we had not

anticipated would be in compiling a national directory of local admin-

istrators of special education.

We will attempt to disseminate our findings as widely as possible.

We are asking for time and space at meetings of the Aneric,in Education-

al Research Association (AERA) and the American Association of School

Administrators (AASA) and at some of your own meetings. Z think this

is just a beginning i4 this area. We know that we will probably be

criticized for lack of sophistication in some of the annLyses, and that

we will not deal with many of the things that might be done; but at

least it will be a beginning. We hope it will be of interest to most

of you.



INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

William Deterline

eaturea

It is unfortunate that the word f,echnoloz..; conjures forth a vari-

ety of images ccmpletaly unrelated
to instructional technology. Some

people believe that instructional technology means_ the medhaacal de-

struction of human feelings, values, and subjective judgments. To

others it means ignoring students as humans. And some believe that

instructional technology is an elusive somet;11:ng-or-oter that is not

only antiteadher but anti-present-day-education. What, then, is it?

Instructional technology is a hard nosed, slightly cynical approach to

the design and implementation of those processes and events that make

up instruction in any setting, whether education or training oriented,

for all kinds of students.

The instructiJivIl technologist is data oriented. He is always

skeptical of the view that what we are doing now is the best of which

we are capable. In addition, he asks for evidence that we do in fact

accomplish that we say we accomplish, To the teacher who Eay8 that he

teaches creativity, insight, judgment, or positive attitudes, the in-

structional technologist will say, "Prove it to me." He does not ask

questions just to be hostile or intellectually impressive, His concern

William Deterline is a research psychdlcsist with Deterline
Associates, Los Altos, California,



is :11a: _n n, o10]2cti7es acc0:17,1fs'nei and the: t=ie r, ac-

c=plish7:eat constitute danonstration. Unfort1:11aty, :he insz%c-

ti-Jnal :echnolo,:-ist often -finds a tear's fn:strazinR, e.g.,

": ,:an t provide any evidence, Out -'" "7 dcaTt really_ _

;1-'.1E any interest in looi(ing any furtner, Cr cc change.

:2oiTig, in the hopes of doing better and being al:le to prove it!'

An instructional cachnologist holds the _ le view that a

:1-hing is worth doing, it is worth doing -,e11; and that some type of

evidence can be produced indicating that it really was done. He is,

himself, directly involved in instruction or instructional design and

dev,.:lopmenc. He night be a classroom teacher, a materials developer,

a research psychologist, an educational researcher, a curriculum or

evaluation specialist, or an educational administrator. What makes him

an instructional technologist is his empirical approach to instruction

find his complete acceptance of the notion of accountability.

Accountability in instruction has several facets. First, account-

ability means that the components of instruction, all of them, must be

held accountable for the successes and--what is more important--for the

failures of the students entrusted to them. It is not enough to attrib-

ute failure to deficiencies of intelligence, motivation, attitude, or

effort on the part: of students, when the sources of instruction are ac-

countable for the results, Second, accountability must involve more

than the simple assignment of blame for failure. It must lead to the

detailed identification of every detail of failure, the elements of in-

struction that failed, and an empirical development of something better

and more effective. Third, accountability will probably require (1) a



series of revisions; (2) detailed evaluations of the inst-uction in

terms of its results; and (3) a relia7ce on dataobjective ocs-

sible, subjective where necessarybut f::(z7.

Educational research is not necessarily instructional technology

oriented., but instructional research is, o> necessity, a critical ale-

me:It of instructional technology. MuCa of educational researci, is

interesti:d in the question, Which does better, the experimental grc717

or the control group? Instructional research, however, is more in-2r-

ested in the. question, What did we try to do, and how ciose did we

come to doing it? The contrast is between the ideal and the aChieve-

ment, between the intended and the actual learning outcomes. If the

actual results fall short of the hoped-for results, then it does not

matter very much whether those results were significantly better than

method or material A, B, C, or Z.

The instructional technology approach does not ridicule pure and

basic research. Obviously, there is always a need for research on

basic variables and functional relationships, Thirty years ago the

Manhattan Project, utilizing the results of decades of basic research,

embarked on an applied research effort with a specific applied goal.

The Apollo Project also drew on basic research to accomplish an engi-

neezing goal. Without the basic research data, neither of these mas-

sive, applied efforts could have been successful, On the other hand,

the basic research by itself did not accomplish the two major applica-

tions until the applied efforts themselves were carried out as applied

research projects.



a:caticmf rac:hnolegy, as those of us who call 0-arse=ves instruc-

zione;. technol 2efine is a meeting ground for several sc-
.

dIsciplines, and -achodolcgies. Perhaps the r:0-st

both directly and as a catalyst, is the en?irical beha-Jiorism of

F. SkinneY and his direct c=ri:bution, programed instruction.

fectie programing, first of all, is mot oossible without

,,V a. ....A. Second, the azova re-

quirenent is perhaps the cost powerful

tool of the instructional techno:logist. Third programs also require

cz,eacte.,1 respon3 sr;uzen,s. Long before the first pro-

gram was written, every teacher knew that active, interacting students

learn more an learn better than pessive or noninteracting students.

Knowing it and doing something about it, however, are two different

things! Programed texts, and sone of the mare recent multimedia pro-

grams, including interactive lectures and programed lesson plans for

.:Iers, generate an interaction that can be guided, modified, and

acapted in a fashion that no studeut ever saw twenty years ago.

Programed instruction is only one contributor to instructional

technology. The systems engineering approach to the design and devel-

opment of any complex task has also contributed to instructional tech-

nology. Whether L.,eloping an instructional component or set of

components, or man4ng instruction by those same components, a quality

control element, i.e., a continuous evaluation that measures actual

progress against planned progress, is a necessity. The consequences of

one step are used for revising and correcting that step or the steps



that led it. '2fa-1 can harcIly build or 7:.-enege a television set, cbr,.7-

or oo.molex Lissile system -.;ithou: a cont=o. `:any of

the feras of the sys:e.ms enginearitlg a7;?-zoa2n are directly t-,Ilevan:

to instruction: kze-ping tra6,, of -,:hat ha;,:oened wha7: results, and

,:eeping trac2,-_ of -,:hat wor?..ed or went wrong.

::hat about har&ar,.1: hardare a necessary contriT17.:tcr to in-

tractional tecanoto--'' '..;%e_ find many hardware manl:facturars encouraz-s:-

ing the idea that instructichal devices, or rather informing deJices,

are t;:e critical elements of instructional tedanclogy, although the

instructional technologist constantly says, "No, hardware is neither

necessary nor sufficient to our approach."

T. :e have educational conferences and conventions where

evidence of this attitude is pervasive. For e:.:ample, a few months ago

I attended a major convention; in its vast exhibits arena I saw a sign

advertising "The latest in Educational Technology." Of course that at-

tracted attention, so I hurried to the booth to see this ne marvel.

It Was a television camera! And instructional technology is not a T.V.

camera. Instructional technology is a philosophy, a point of view, a

process, methodology, an empirical approach to instruction.

I do not reject hardware, but I do reject calling hardware inztruc-

nal devi:ces. Instructional, implies something that iney or may not

be accouplished by the device. Whatever the device might be, it can

present information in various forms, but whether it deserves to be

called an instructional device is an empirical question. The same is

true of so-called instructional materials such as textbooks and work-



waea leer nc occurs, we C2.7, :Ile:: instructioaal devices;

-t :out evidence of learning, they are only prestat:cd des.

'er:aaos the nost in=lunzial feature of technology

is the izstructipnc;. objective. ithout specifications ;retailing

whed we are trying to produce, certain instructional .-adisiczs

lack precision, as a resllit, evaluation involves more guesswork tnaz

it shculd. Instructiena7 ?rograzirg uncovered the necessivi and value

of obiectives. And as the systems approaCa eltered instructional de-

sign and implementation, the system engineer's demand for specifice-

tions--of desired output and results, and of the precise step that is

to accomplish each result--=..d perfect sense.

Actually, my ?coition may scund like a simple and obvious one; but

not everyone can accept it comfortably. I have discussed instructional

and educational research, programed instruction, the systems engineer-

ing approach, and instructional objectives to illustrate the measur-

able components that the accountability notion workable and

practical. Teaching has a purpose, with identifiable and measurable

consequences. If a student or group of students is subjected to some

event that is supposed to produce a consequence, but does not, should

that event be called or 1,ns1:1-',./,2t1:-0 .!,17 a teacher, book, or

film presents information to students, but they learn nothing as a re-

sult of that experience, were they taught? They were informed, they

were told, inforwtion was presented, but how can we justify saying

that they were taught? An instructional technologist generally makes

4 distinction between the processes of presenting informaton and



.0- If :here is evidence that the presentation resulted in

students ac.C.fevinz certain objectives, then there is son, basis for

iCen:ffving o-esen-:tfon Is instruction. tri:_s framework,

there fs a logica 14 n s.loh tatemen-s as zauga: them, but -faey

!-the students cou:_ca, J_

that instructional fil='; or "That teaching device Coes a beautiful

students learn trom it; we haven't used

.

empirical viewpoint ass, the absence of data indi

that an event or component produces learning, why call it instructional,

or refer to it as teaching? If the data do nst indicate that it teaches,

then accountability requires that we make whatever changes are neces-

sary to make it do what is is meant to do. Then we can all feel more

comfortable. WP will be able to justify the label :,nstruction, not on

faith alone, but on evidence that students did learn what the presenta-

tion was supposed to teach.

:;77;:ci: 27,

The U.S. Office of Education, mare than any one discipline or group

of professionals, is responsible for the appearar,c.e and growth of in-

structional technology. Sometime during the past twenty years, the

mission and philosophy of the Office of Education underwent a pnfound

change. There was a time when seemed to exist only to support pro-

fessors caught up in the publish or perish syndrome. There seemed to

be little concern for applied research, implementations or dissemination



pri-grams. tha Office of Education. %:1=3 zive:-. power-

-..th first tne fez..se EdT_:ca:on At and Iater

z.:oucat::n ALT:. congress....;nal

ac:s and a h-c--y compe:ent staff -,:es assembled, T.:Ho learned

nor to use .:cw the Office cf T,ducz:icr. _o

see results, and to see then in :He sohools, not in the publications

listinzs of educational researC'ners.

During the at year I visited many institutions Ate re we C31

ilaVe expected instructional teCnnology to have taken wh.ere the

li:7its of this am2irical np?rcacH cc ins:ruc:ion oe under inves-

tiOr and " Sc 7- of the I saw were impresive,

and encouraging; some were appalling and depressing. Teach-

er education in many places, including some of our :cost prestigious

universities, is still basei, =pp =l e:1:iy, on the assumption that 7;Y:f.-/r-

is I :Here this assumption holds the emphasis is claced

platfora techniques, and the assez:bling anc

?resenting of iriormatich. These procedures 7ai t Wc211 be critical,

hut concentration on teacher classroom acti,:ities alone is not enough

Sone teacher-training institutions apparently continue to accept the

notion that an interesting and technically accurate presentation is all

that is required of a teacher, and chat any failures in learning belong

to the student. But at mnny other places, au2ountability has become

the name of the game, and teaching is defined principally in terms of

results, i.e., changes in student performance. Instructional objectives

have also enteral teacher education, not only as a tool teachers must



learn to use, but as a tletncd of asigninz r..aczer trainIng

co Ina-: is a :.:a]or aniE, 3na :Ha: a:;:;ears necess-:..ly as :he de-

7.11a:1CLS p. a -------- C te. E C.:1E 75 2:7:-.

Tex:books in -....:ncds and ec:uca:iona.L 1:no.:.oi;.; have

al-;a7s the cf instruc:ion,

apozoxi=ating ina7i&ualize-]. r: n -, cz:cal mc-

^ " r*, 3 <-2
s,

±LviLal le.arning :Hese ideas are so appealinv. because i ear

stu:ants together and treating tilen in the

same way does not chang.:,, the in.ci-:idual nature

Dr. Rnert Gaan assu-es :He pcsition t.1Et ::Jst ieii to pro-

. ins=ructJH ...aat is T212: 2C: ee,.1 student c_no

with the requirements of the objectives. Gagne discusses the nonadap-

cive nature of 'most teaching, which tends to rely on the same methods,

materials, and conditions, disregarding the academic and behavioral

objectives. Gagne believes that the data clearly indicate that differ-

eat types of learning require different types of instruction. Further,

he believes that instruction can only be accolished for certain types

of AiE,_:.tives in a completely individualized setting.

Although there had been experiments in individualized instruction,

no major experimental rove took place until five or six years ago.

Many school systems, armed with the powerful tools of instructional ob-

jectives and the empirir!al, accountability arproach, used foundation

or federal (and, in some cases, their own) funds, and embarked on major

individualization project. Dr. Jack Edling, of Teachthi; Research,



r He f..ezz..fL:d scr_e six ±..:ndred

ma]c.r indf.vidua'zar'on

th,se

a

teen rns:ruction-il ct

te-

coon ..'Lencmia=r, aycz 7:la:, _7.e diffremoes are

similartis. :di7idueLtzed

g,.-das, while some individualized only one or ti o grades.

SC77. CICT'IS are comple:ely =graded; otliers are ungraded only for cer

ta.Ln a math sequer.ce.

instruction does -,-orrc, and it s interes,ing to

talc ~4 1.7 _here are no hard cta to

vidualizec: instruction is any major improvement, but the 2eople

ir.clu,i7:g ':udents, generally feel that f.t. is.

no-..:1,:ork harder

-.....-±acaers say

..=aging tutoring than ever :ore;

but, although the work is harder, they also say it is :_:7).re.

a:1d more visibly successful.

Programed instruction, which many people had written ot',.= a num:. it

of years ago, is still very much with us. There are prograned texts

and programed multimedia packages of many kinds, programed seminars,

programed class discussions, programed lesson plans, and programed

laboratory classes. With programed media, objectives are used to de

sign the presentation, and the students are in some manner require.'..i to

respond to the information as it is presented. The presentations are



:Pc1.,"1 and r2,?-isP,', unt-n they do Help zest students learn mcst .)f_ the

Mcs: nrcgred materials are emDiricaliv ceveloned and

desimned as :nt=.-act:,-, tu;-(.,r4;s. He7e again, the instructil;na_

.c..2:/gist. CVO:I-CS assu..._ taat anytail7g works. matter he stronglf

tae .._t,..`, --

an untested -;resentation, the instructicnal teChnolo-

rz::ulres -elevant data
.

Yost of the fi:iteen Regichal Educatimal La'aoratories use the same

empirical approach. They are less concerned with conducting basic re-

search than in developing materials, methods, and system. One of the

directors told me that it is difficult to find graduates from our gradu-

ate schools of education wno have learned anything bout applied re-

FearCh, development, and implementation. Moreover, most education

g auate students have not been :aught tc use the results of research

as a basis for revision and improvement. Apparently, all graduates ha 7a

le :.:sled to view research as a means of alls.,'ering, laich is better, A or

the exprimental (-'1- control treatment? The literature is full of

reports that A is better than 3 at the .001 level, although examination

of the group means reveals that neither group learned very muCh at all

The research that the laboratories are primrily engaged in asks

a different question: If A represents the ajectives we want our stu-

dents to achieve, and E represents their actual achievement resulting

from a presentation or material, how can we make B match A2 It is in-

teresting to notc that materials that have been developed empir.i'cally

have data indicating exactly where the strengths and weaknesses are and
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which objectives

school, has data

have data about

are not achieved uniformly. When a teacher, or a

about the materials being used (and we usually do not

tuitively developed materials), action can be taken

to strengthen Lice weak parts of the instruction. The teacher's flexi-

bility is effective for this purpose.

One of the new roles teachers are learning in individualized in-

struction settings is how to relegate the informing function to other

materials and media. The teacher then supplements her program with

other materials, She is free to diagnose and evaluate progress and

problems and to help students individually or as a group. A teacher's

potential to be flexible and adaptive is sharply restricted when she

is responsible for disseminating vast amounts of information while she

is trying to teach.

fnstructionai, Adjuncts

I maintained earlier that hardware is not synonymous with instruc-

tional technology, but that it is an adjunct to be utilized where it is

advantageous, For example, the computer is a most attractive type of

hardware with capabilities for education. Where instruction isindi-

vidualized, then record keeping, scheduling of students and instruc-

tional resources, test scoring, diagnostic and remedial assignments,

and other requirements suggest using the computer.

The most glamorous role for the computer is computer-assisted in-

struction (CAI), ranging from tutorial teaching to drill and practice

following initial teaching by another means. However, too many practical
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and applied questions remain to be answered before the eventual' roles

of CAI can he determined. Another, perhaps more promising and prac-

tical, role for the computer is computer -- managed instruction, which can

range from simple record keeping to diagnostic scheduling, as well as

scheduling and selection of tracks, media, and materials based on a

cumulative evaluation of student progress. The computer has no magic

that will make instructional technology unnecessary, but certainly the

computer is a potentially powerful tool for solving many data storage

and retrieval problems, such as the storage and retrieval of student

data and instructional information, which create problems for instruc-

tional technology. Another, oblem is that most audio-visual equip-

ment and materials are used less frmuently than they ought to be. It

is sometimes just too much trouble to arrange for the proper materials

and equipmew to be available at the appropriate time and place.

There are many logistics problems assoziated with the use of

audio-visual materials. One solution is the media desk or media class-

room, which involves keeping a complete set of all devices used in the

school available at all times in each classroom. The teacher needs

only to obtain the software from the li'arary. This simplifies teach-

ing tasks somewhat but balloons the budget requirements, since most of

the devices sit idle most of the time. Another approach, also quite

expensive, is the use of dial-access retrieval systems. Dial access

uses the familiar telephone dial and related relays or computer. The

teacher, or student, can, by dialing a number, activate a video tape

recorder, audio tape recorder, or motion picture projector. The aud'o
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or audio-visual presentation is then fed to television monitors or

speakers located in the classroom or student carrell. Instructional

television and dial-access appear to have considerable promise for

both group and individualized instruction. However, neither dial-

access, with its elegant electronic capabilities, nor televisjm, with

its multimedia properties- --anti not even the computer, with its :!7i.7er--

can transform ineffectual plf9sentational materials into effective in-

structional materials.

Testing concepts also must change; many now see a greater place

for criterion-referenced testing than for our more traditional norm -

referenced tests in the future. The primary function of a norm-refer-

enced test is to discriminate among students so that we can then iden-

tify their relative achievement. From a norm-referenced test, it is

not generally possible to get a complete answer to the question, Can

this student do everything described by the ol)jc.ctives? But a criterion-

referenced test is designed to answer exactly this question- and not in

relative but in absolute terms.

Accountability, individualized instruction, and empirical develop-

ment all require criterion-referenced tests. Sampling objectives and

revising items to make them as discriminating as possible is not enough

from a criterion-referenced point of view.

Some of the early proponents a programed instruction startled the

teaching community by claiming that programs would eventually replace

teachers. Similar claims have been made about the computer and tele-

vision. Actually, what did evolve was a changing role 'C c' :eaChers.
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Some of the activities required of teachers can be replaced by other

materials, media, any methodologies. Teachers then can spend their

tine doing what computers, television, and prgramed packages cannot

do: they can function a: guides, models, tutors, friends, helpers,

diagnosticians, flexible and adaptive counselors; and, as mentioned

earlier, they can supplement and support other components of instruc-

tion. :lot every teacher will be able to do all of these with equal

skill and competence; perhaps differentiated
teacher functions will

have to be identified so that teachers will specialize in the areas

of their greatest competence. This kind of consideration was not

necessary when the teacher was responsible for doing everything in the

teacher-centered classroom.

Motivation and Reward

Motivation and reward, two of the basic concepts in all theories

of learning and in all theories of education, are frequently attacked

by empiricists. Too often, in education, the naive assumption is made

that the responsibility for motivation belongs to the student; if he is

not motivated, the blame I Is on him. This view takes its most ex-

treme rorm when a student i expected to remain "highly motivated to

learn" even in the face of repeated failures, dull, tedious, and incom-

prehensible instruction, and subjects seemingly irrelevant to his future

or the World he will live in. All of this is expecting too much. Ac-

countability applies here as well: no matter how one defines motivate

tion, all the components of instruction must be held accountable for

generating and maintaining r tivation among students.
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Success is a powerful motivator for additional success, but fail-

ure is not; and neither is the threat of failure if the student has no

real alternatives to follow that can lead him to success. Our views on

rewards have been that as naive as these on motivation: the idea that

learning is its own reward might well hold for some successful learners,

but if a student cannot see any value, enjoyment, application, rele-

vance, or meaning in something he is learning, it is unlikely that

learning success in itself will he very reinforcing,

Or, William Glasser's controversial boo:, , Schools Without Fal.re,

says, among other things, that our schools are most successful at teach

ing failure - -at teaching students not only to expect failure but to

view themselves as failures, Our schools do not provide enough sys-

teritir. experience in being successful,

Glasser is not alone in viewing the schools as failing in the

areas of motivation and influencing students' self- imcges, Ten years

ago the educational. structure was not very much concerned about dropouts,

A dropout was viewed too often only as a nuisance whose departure was

viewed with some relief: "I'm glad he's gone; he was nothing but

trouble, mow we can concea.:rate on the good students who remain,'

dropout vas a ;f',. Now, using all of the technology,

r.., and T-a'fia'a,, a to to us, we are, here and there, trying to do

something concrete for dropouts, '(e are not trying to pick up the

pieces after rho act of dropping out, but before, to convert the fail-

ing student to a successful one To do this requires changes in moti-

vation and reward, in teachers' roles, and an emphasis on individualized

instruction and accountability.
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Conclusion

Instructional technology is not concerned with change for the sake

of change alone, Modern education has evolved with many empirically

untested assumptions, We have too long relied on hope and faith when

data could tell us whether or not our faith was justified or our hopes

realized, We have assumed that certain things are true, necessary, and

appropriate We have done things to students in the name of many high-

sounding ideas, without finding out empirically if we have helped,

honed, or affected the student in any way, An empirical approach to

education, with all its complex and difficult responsibilities, should

help us identify its strengths weaknesses so that we can protect

the and strengthen or replace the latter, Apparently, judging

from the data that are already available, there are ways of going about

educating students that are better than the ways we have been using.

The empirical. methodolog of the instructional technologist appears to

be a very effective method of specifying these methods and putting them

into practice, some point the key derision must be made; Is it

worth the headaches and problems that accompany a major change? Can

we afford not to change? Must we avoid change in order to avoid the

risk that the whole structure might collapse? These are not,easy ques-

tions, If you are faced with these questions, in a small way or on A

major scale, I hope that you will examine the data relative to all al-

ternatives and visit cm of the places to which I have referred, Look

carefully at what happens to students, teachers, and schools, Do not

expect perfection, but do expect to be impressed,



IMPLEMENTING RESEARCH FINDINGS ON ARCHITECTURAL
AND ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATES

Calvin W. Taylor

Much of education could be described as pulpit centered and knowl-

edge dispensing, in which the students do not get focused on very often.

As .a result, their eyes are on us, but too often their heads and their

hearty are not with us. In return for what we do to them, they fre-

quently give us only "eye service."

This was well illustrated by a young girl who had been in first

grade for just a few weeks. One evening when she came home, Daddy asked,

"What happened at school today?" And she said, "Oh, I. :Lad a very inter-

esting experience. We were planting flows rs in pots in the classroom

and we ran out of dirt, 50 the teacher gave me an empty pot and sent me

outside. And, you know, Daddy, while I was outside filling this pot, I

suddenly realized that I was all alone--and I could have escaped!"

The A ltiple Talent Teaching Approach

First, l't us consider some of our research on human talents, since

the outcomes could shp.lie up certain traditional notions in special edu-

a. Li we can "turn on" several different talents in students and

get a profile >f these talents, we get quite a different picture across

Calvin W. Taylor is a Professor in the Department of Psychology atthe Univer!,!_ty of Utah.
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talents for each student. If we kindle only one talent, we will get 50

percent above average and 50 percent below average (if we set the average

at 50 percent, the median). If we activate two talents, we will find

that about 67 percent of the students are above average in at least one

of the two talents. For three talents, the percentage will be in the

70s; for four, in the 80s; for five, in the high 80s; and for six, we

will arrive at the 90s. Almost all students will be above average in

at least one of six important talents--a surprising, but wonderful,

finding.

Looking at it the other way, the number who will be below average

and tend to remain there in one talent will be 50 percent. For two tal-

ents, the percent will be in the high 60s, and so on until there will be

about 90 percent who will be below average in at least one of the six

talents, In other words, almost everyone is above average and almost

everyone is below average in at least one of the six talent areas.

There are very few who will stay below average in everything; almost

everyone will be above average in something, if we just extend the num-

ber of different talents to six or more.

If we take the top 10 percent as highly gifted, we are doomed to

have only 10 percent highly gifted in our educational systems when we

emphasize only one talent--acting as if general intelligence (i.e., aca-

aic talent) is the only talent that exists. But if we are willing to

consider other talents, we can increase the number of gifted. For ex-

ample, by considering three talents, we can double the number; and we

can triple the number who are highly gifted if we increase to six tal-

ents--which is extremely valuable.
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Furthermore, we have learned many times, if teachers can func-

tion differently, then students can function differently. Youth are

ready to use their many talents, whenever the establishment is ready to

provide new opportunities. If teachers conceive of themselves as talent

developers, and students as having multiple potential "dents, then all

these talents can be "turned on" and can function instead of being almost

all dormant or stifled during the students' entire educational careers.

Moreover, students can acquire subject matter by using these different

talents as ways of processing information (knowledge). They Llyereby

acquire such knowledge by processing it in each or any of these different

talent ways. Instead of everyone acquiring subject matter using only

the first column of talents shown in Table 1A, we propose to scatter and

broaden students' experiences by having them acquire different kinds of

knowledge by differeat kinds of talents. One of many such possible cur-

ricula is illustrated in Table 18.

What happens to studentF is shown in a clever illustration that

came out of one of my classes when one artistic stuck-cif did not write

down exactly what I said. Instead, he recorded it as totem pole pictures,

which he dubbed the Taylor Talent Totem Trees. This profile, pictured

in Fig. 1, illustrates that almost all students can have a smile on

their faces at some time and almost all students can frown at some time

if teachers will be talent developers across at least six different

talents. In such a classroom, students will take t Irnr frowning and

smiling across different talents, in contrast with a one-talent-only

classroom, where only a few are smilers, leaving the others to be
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gADEMIC CREATIVE WISDOM PLANNING FORECASTING COMMUNICATION

1.,,fayOP Totep: Poled

frowners (who 'derhaps continually frown until they drop. out one way or

another,

To illustrate from actual classroom experience, one teacher recent-

ly sketched all twenty-eight of her students, showing how they bounce

around, being high on some totem poles, iu the middle on others, and

perhaps low on otars. "l'igure 2 shows the first alphabetical subgroup
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ci

liA..i

Tctoi Poies m f men stuv'exts

of seven o' her students; you will notice that the on tuo are very such

.alike in the first talent but very different in the second one. This is

a striking and important example, ?lot - ^e also that every time you try

a new talent, there is a tendency for those previously high or low to

uove toward the middle of the neat tote: pole, hove V. the hottung zd up
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and some at the ten COX down, which leaves room at both ends to be

filled in by ethers, the carly-haired gill at the bottom of the left-

most talent pole is not too premising until one tries her in at least

five or six talents, It is great to finally discover that she is aver-

age or even above average in something, and is in :act quite promising,

der ease illustrates nicely the generalisation that almost all students

will be abond average it something, Furthermore, they will acquire more

subject matter as a by-product' of practicing the is dIffuent talents

than if we only live them use their in,adernic talent, Individhilly, they

will generally acquire knowledge at an ahvoe-average rate with thvir best

Oalent, at licit an average rate with talents where they are in the

aid at a below-overage rate in fur lowest tales,

gftz: someone contented taut tans taient tutu pals lndel is ion

9talfa, re built a due dynastic Wron. In this Miel,

the teacher last learn to Alke the wheel spinso that differen: :alent

spokes are used, and thereby different talents in students are 'turned

s touner turns the talent wheel, different talents CIO!

into ,',z [actin, in turn, in students, 'pre teacher is chal-

lenged to 'be e wheel tuner and move the world," The teacher is the

one who "turns on" different talents in students in toe classroom,

Ron few of the recent so-called innovations in education have 511-

terexl dun to where much if ety difference accts in students, In sherry

coatrbst, this talent - developer approath does reach the students, The

9h

tuther oar, turn the wheel around and thereby 'turn afl on," it's a

"wheal of good fortune' 'for 'xdds; as t e wheel tun-, the students take

tams in being toward the top and toward tau bate; slogan I like

bust ds tun a day keeps the failures away,"

ibis is therefore a program in which alit ail students are

"loaned" to succeed, lThat is, they are fatsd to have at least one real

talent opportunity to succeed, And the program will give a fuller is.-

tel,ectual life to the physically handicapped HCAllsC they will have a

mm to La lop maul anth of their intellectual possibilinles,

two, can rind more intellectual activities in which the physically handi-

caundd ill not he ludicapped--ways in'wlliea tau can function

,L ban give a r:.cher to everyone ii the classroom and prepare him

or n tone rewarding career and o fuller life style,

'Ccop`fc

gn .twinerience with my students in a class on "designing it people'

night further clarify on viewpoints and appreathes, `,ty requirement is

that students nroduce a new idea of their net as A term paper--wita no

library seam, or patent search inelveg, ,lust their ran new idea is to

be presented in writing and in a three-minute oral report, One sqsdent

began his presentation by saying that "the dictionary definos aim as

a state of emergencyand that is a he& of away to wake up!" de had

decided that whenever passible, people should awaken by their natural

n.,zatug processes, If they LYE had to get up earlier than they would

oaken naturally, Re would design an environmental system that would let
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:hen wake up as naturally as possible, rather than in an alarming state

of emergency. -

The preceding section described the attempt to design school pro,-

grams, materials, and teaching procedures so that all the natural

talent processes of students will be allowE d to function instead of be-

ing kept dormant or even stifled and distorted. In this section, we

will focus on whether the architectural environment is well designed for

the natural characteristics and activities of its users.

T..?e have called this new area Architectural Psychology. It is a

very young field, but it is a natural combination, since architects de-

sign environments for man and psychologists study the reactions of man

to his environment. Unfortunately for markind, however, this teamwork

is not as yet very common, so the field is full of challenging questions

an. cl unknowns.

'ely first example does not cleal with a purely architectural environ-

ment, b.ut rather with the props within it. We held a research confer-

ence entitled "Instructional Media and Creativity,u(1) at which two of

the greatest contributors were Jack Edling and Lester Beck, both from

Oregon. We were all searching for ways to surround students with in-

structional media and thereby facilitate activating whatever processes

the teacher is trying to "turn on" in students. At the conference, it

was openly stated by the instructional media experts that nearly all of

the existing instructional media and materials deal only with knowledge-

dispensing equipment and procedures. There contirles to be a lot of

money spent on these procedures, but, they said, practically none of it
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and L do not think it has changed very much since) iiad been built with

the purpose of activating the creativity, i.e., the creative processes,

in students. So there are vast fields to conquer in designing and con-

structing instructional media as a part of an environment that will

elicit creative, natural talents in students.

On the flight here, I noticed an example of a design causes

confusion, frustration, and discomfort in passengers.. Practically all

planes copy the design feature in buses of a large, space-consuming,

overhead luggage rack. But the airplane passenger soon learns that his

bus habit of- putting his luggage in the overhead rack will bring him a

reprimand from. a stewardess. Instead, he must put his luggage under

the seat in front of him, thereby losing most of the legroom designed so

he could stretch his legs and shift his position during the flight.

The nation is awakening to a remarkable and great concern over var-

. ious forms of pollution of man's natural environment. But it has..not

yet truly awakened to the problem of man's constructed (man-made) envi-

ronments, which are often the single biggest expenditure per family or,

per organization. Certainly oae of our greatest national expenditures

is in the construction industry of buildings for man." It is always

assumed th,at buildings are built for man, but historically almost no one

has ever systematically and scientifically checked buildings to see if

they are, in fact, well designed for man. We find, however, that the

public believes very strongly chat; they should be so checked out; in-

variably they ask "if not, why not," Since they have not been, the pub-

lic should be better served in this respect.-



In fact, psychologists have tended to avoid studying scientifically

almost any complex, mulIivariable situation and stimuli, such as the to-

tal architectural environment. Similarly, an architect largely finishes

his design work long before a building is ever completed and occupied.

.Consequently, he is three to four buildings down the line by the time his

earlier designed building is occupied. Rarely is he paid to return to

study it, nor does he tend to visit it to get any systematic feedback

about the reactions of .he occupants. One recent recipient of a doctor-

ate in architectural psychology, who previously had fourteen years of

architectural practice, said that it could be to painful to go back to

see how well a building is performing for its occupants; and there is

otherwise little positive incentive for him to do so. Instead, it is

more natural ,11:1 psychologically satisfying to keep working on the lat-

est new building that he is now being paid to design.

The University of Utah has a new hospital, of which we are inter-

viewing some key employees. They bombard us with all kinds of sugges-

tions: If the hospital had only been built this way. . " Many are

ready to abandon it already, if they could, and design and build another

one because of all the things that are not ideal for their work. It is

sad that the hospital is noc well 'designed, because of both its newness

and its cost.

In the health fields, there is a book to which. I contributed called

Therapy by Design. (2)
It is a clever title, for it suggests that we

might be able to design building facilities to be facilitators of thera-

py, if we would just work s.,undly and effectively on this approach.
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Perhaps the T.)-est_ example t have seen I. a one j Littiern Cali-

fornia. This is a mental health center that has a wall-designe,1 car

drive-in station. Anyone who is highly disturbed can be driven right

up to the special landing outside the door. When the car is driven in

losely to its proper location, it forms. in effect an enclosed space.

T:Ic! door of the car can then be ope-led so that the disturbed person has

only one way to go, i.e., out of the car, onto the landing area, and

then through the hospital door immediately into a special room. No one

can sec the disturbed person except those in the car. -lie can then be

treated in the room by a hospital, specialist until he becomes undisturb-

ed. Then he is ready to go among the other patients inside the hospita_

without any stigma from his previously disturbed behavior, because no one

there ever saw that he had been disturbed. Initially, there was no way

out for him except to go into a special roor for special help. A simple

design like this can avoid many complications for all concerned and can

help to speed up the recovery ..nd total therapy program.

In a recent study, Roger Bailey, my architectural colleague, and one

of our graduate stadent observed a mental health center, (now being com-
/

pleted) and found that many patients .soon learn who the key (power) fig-

ures are in that center. Whenever ,possible, these patients keep them-

3elves within observational range of one or more of the key staff members,

watching and hoping that they in turn are being watched. They apparently

sense that their own "good or improved behavior" must be seen by a key

person if they are to be released from the hospital setting. Probably

no one ever had quite this behavioral phenomenon in 'mind when he designed

mental hospitals, mental health centers, or psychiatric clinics.
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There is strong emphasis nowadays in the health area on the delivery

of.health services. At this conference, you are talking about the deiiv-

ery of special education services. Though I have been on the Special

Education Committee of the United Cerebral Palsy Association (UCPA), I

do not yet know very ripen about how architectural psychology can help.

Nonetheless, let me suggest: to you some of these needs in special educa-

tion.

We have done a survey of physically handicapped cerebral palsy

victims to see what they would like to have designed into a canyon,camp

being built by our local and state UCPA organization. It seemed wise to

get ideas a& suggestions of needs from dose for whom the camp was to

he designed, rather than merely to impose upon them the best-designed

camp that the UCPA leaders and the architect could conceive.

Another consideration is architectural barriers. By means of these,

unintended and thoughtless barriers, many physically handicapped can be

needless3v "designed out" 'of functioning in much of out man-,made world.

How many you have ever sat and tried to fnriction in 'a wheelchair? Wc:

want designers to sit in wheelchairs and move around in them in order to

encounter the many architectural barriers that are built into our build-

ings. For instance, if Yo,.. tried to come to this meeting in a wheelchair, 6

how would you get down the steps into this basement room?

The University of Illinois has distinguished itself by enabling

people in wheelchairs to move around and get to all classes, on their

own and on time. A few years ago, they reported that about four hundred
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of these students had finished their degrees, had all been placed, and

were all working at very decent salaries. instead of being "designed

out," and thereby being a liability to themselYes and to society, they

had been "designed in," so that they are a real asset to the world.

We have a student nearing the completion of his doctorate who }as

been in a wheelchair since he broke his neck in a high school diving ac-

cident. It was a psychological and physical journey of, several years

for him beforehe got back into action in college. I'have never seen

a person so relieved and appreciative as when I phoned and found out for

him that a building to be finished that summer would have a ramp and an

elevator. He then knew that he could attend classes and take the i:ours-

es in the major field of his choice in that new building. Previously,

he had had three long flights of stairs to overcome if he wanted to take

any courses in that department. We can and do design people out quite

effectively.

I understand that once someone had a very tall man .(like a basket-

ball center) sit in a. wheelchair and move around for a while. He felt

very nervous, because this was the first time he had ever looked up at

,people instead of looking down at them. The unhandicapped would have

different and even surprising experiences when put into the predicaments

of the handicapped and until architects do so, they can have very little

understanding and can make bad; lasting mistakes in designing buildings

and their internal facilities.

Theoretically, buildings are meant'to be "tools for man."' One

should design them to fit and to serve man, rather than expecting man to
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it and adjust to the buildings. (I will preface my later remarks, too,

hy saying that organizations are likewise supposed to be tools for man.

The organization should be made for man, rather than man being made fo'r

the organization.) One of our problems is, How effectively do these

"tools for man' really function for man? As a member of the National

Acadeny of Sciences advisory panel to a building research organization

that has been doing building research for sixty years, I asked them how

many behavioral scientists they had had on this committee beforeme.

The answer was, "None." So I was the first; and at times I think they

already wish r were not on it. But their expenditures have been typi-

calalmost 99 percent of their R &D efforts on physical things and 1 per-
t

cent or-less on the human being side of buildings. This is strong evi-

dence that the (1-z:1°cet focus has tzot been on' buildings as well-designed

tools for man. If they could only double their efforts--and there is

recent evidence that they are starting to--the 79 percent would just be

reduced to 98 percent. But what an effect it could have by doubling '=.Lle

attention to the human side!

The panel has a. chart for measuring the "performance of buildings";

now they are starting to measure the performance of housing units for

the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). After examining

this chart with all its marvelous_physical science measures, I saw that

there were no comparable measures for the human side of buildings. I

asked, "But shouldn't man be the main measure? Shouldn'-t man be the ul-
timate measure of how well the buildings perfotm?" The answer is obvi-
ously Yes. But, as obviously, no one has yet developed the ability to
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hat- ney know ho:,! to do and spend their mchey on physical science mea-

sors. i:owever, they are starring to move in the other direction. This

is a ,,roar awakening of which I am pleased to be a part (and one of my

doctoral students has just joined their staff since I gave this presen-

tation). Their progress might be rapid and great in the next few years.-

should all hope so.

In tnis, as in the other problem areas of this paper, someone-has

hove discovered and encountered the enemyand it is us !" It

is reailv the present establishment that is the problem: we are so es-

Lh'olished in the traditional ways, in spite of their shortcomings.

or seve design professions have organized together in the inter-

professional Council on Environmental Design.(ICED) and are awakening to

the need for having behavioral scientists work with them in their design

eiforLS. This is a timely and wholesome interprofessional linkage and

growth- trend. These design professions are trying to heal themselves by

r2presentatives of the behavioral science professional organi-

zations to joih them. In turn, we are trying to le4.rn how to work

closely with planners, architects, engineering designers, and managers
0-

in design companies so that what hasbeen learned by behavioral science

researchers on building and environmental design will influence all

stages of the design process and thereby affect the final structure.

fn our'ioca:,ity we have als,) been helping in the planning and de-

signiny; of a stair park by our enlightened state park director. To show

you our belief in the above approach, we dropped a hint about this
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,rojec.c. to an elementary school with which we are working on multiple

talents. "How about having your students help us in this project by

::sing their planning talents?" Tn no time they had a full bus load of

their students in that state park, in the natural desert island setting.

ins students roamed le park and then came back and gave us all kinds of

ideas and advice that adults might not have given. We do deprive

them of doing these things. They helped figure out ways to develop the

state park so that it will also he well designed for young people.

-:his is much better than just na7ing a few adults doing all the planning

nd then imposing their thinking on others who were not invited to par

ticipate and who had no representation.

We have also had young students (even in the second grade) work on

the population explosion proble-m; the results have been fascinating. J

recently participated as a spccial commenter in a national conference on

this topic. The .kids immediately abzIndoned the main approach and asSump

Lions of adult research. Then they took other approaches which; in cer

tain' ways, are better for solving these problems than those used by

adults who are already locked in on tht: way to go about it. But the

youth go at it in ways that adults do not; moreover, they supplement the

adult approaches, which is fo-ztunate, We also learned not to. let adults

interfere or they might stop this good work.of the yotith--this we dis

covered when one ,'turned on" class was asked to'talk a problem over that\

night with their parents. The next day it was found that they had been

"turned off" very effectively at home. They had been told authoritatively

either that there was no problem or that 1,!-. was not yet their problem!
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We have also had you students vcr:t ch --Lzipollution

Once again, they are vary ready to tackle t: is prol;lem whenever we show

the wisdom to use them as important resources for new ideas and plans,

making decisions, solving problems in new ways. I will give.you on of

their ideas so you as adults can note how quickly you tend to react

negatively and attempt to dismiss their ideas as "no good." One way

to solve the air pollution problem, they said, is to write a rule that

all chimneys have to be capped and remain capped what comes out is

clean air. :leanwhile, the polluted air has to be kept inside by capping

it in, which. keeps the problem where it starred instead of dumping it

onto society. Isn't that interesting? ilow would'you like to work in

-;ome of the factories when they put a cap on the ch;imney? Then the fac-

tory really knows it has the responsibility of tne problem.

Youngsters can be 'asked how they like the design of their class-

room and to think of the ways this classroom could be improved. They

will immediately start thinking and producing and will have a great ex-

perience. Their ideas and suggestions .will invariably be stimulating

and revealing..

Perhaps you should present them with your responsibilities and prob-

lems in special education and receive all the fresh thinking and unexpect-

ed 11,1.1p you might get from them. You could gat all this help free because

there are millions of students in classrooms. However, they ere generally

not productive in class because the system tells them that they are not //

supposed to produce until they are through high school or college. 11d

to that time, they are only supposed to be learners and have great awe-
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for what has all .ady been done by adu_ts; so they are being molded in

an "awe-fill" way. Tlis stops-them from being productive. in school,

even though they are quite ready to join in working on the problems of

today and tomorrow and in generating ideas, plans, designs, suggestions,

and revisions from the potential mindpower of their millions.

Recently George Trieschmann (3)
completed a dissertation under my

suv:ervision on open vs. closed plan .schools--t;.c: large open rooms with

out walls as against the typical eggcarton design. It soon became ob-

vious that the open-plan school allows much greater flexibility and a

lot more movement. Students can float around, drop out ol class, and

drop hack in. People can come and observe without shattering a class,

as happens in a closed room, by opening the door and noisily' walking in

and nut an the hard floor covering.

There are some sound problems in the open-plan class chat are

diffejent from what we ?_xpe.-ted. One problem is that students cannot

hear, rather than that there is too much noise,, especially after c-.r-

pcting is installed and without walls to reflect the sound. Therefore,

students tend to move in closer so that they can hear the teacher. In

doing so, they often aban,lon the chairs and sit on the carpet around
the teacher. Then the teacher, too, may abandon her chair, so they

all sit en the carpeted. floor. The class becomes more relaxed and in-

formal, drawing closer together and closer to its teacher. Thus, the

unexpected feature of open-plan design is the improved communication

and closeness between 'te;!cher and students.
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.4)
Another aissertation thi.:4 year 1:.y _lair of our ;22.,rup

investiF,ated the complexity of organiL-tdonal climates. McDonald studi.a.l

the relations between different dimensions of._ the climate and the produc-

tivity and effectiveness of people working in it. A r42.ted dissertation

by Eugene Secrist now in progress in our laboratory analyzes how much

each aspect of the life history, each dimension of the present organize-

tional climate, and each feature of the present architectural environment

contribute to the productivity and effectiveness of the workers in each
7.)

of several organizational settings. These basic studies on the e2fects

of 'environments should provide valuable clues as tc how we could create

organizations and architectural facilities that are better designed for

people to function effectively and fruitfully.

f,YjaY,:i2a.:,-ica'll? far Peop-Le

One of the greatest challenges in the world is to design organiza-

tions and organizational climates that truly encourage people to fuic-

tion with full effectiveness and thereby live up to their potentials.

We hale a book nearly published entitled Climate for Creativity .(5)

?rimrlrily, this book refers to organizational climates. The research

answer to date is thaClge need to search for a climate for creativity;

almost everything we I-,ave Seen and studied in organizatiOns is not. it.

In counseling psychology, we are toying with the idea of nor -only

\

assessing the potentialities of a person and helping him find a suitable

ca.l.eer, but also, once he has decided upon his career, to help in his

crucial;decision of what organization to join in order to have that ca-
'.

reer unfold most c.ffectively. 'Someone could have great potential for a
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7-y to

;:lt if he goes into say, organization A and stays there, he

ht stIe his whole career. Instead, if he 'goes into, say, organi-

he nig do nothing but, grow and flourish his entire life. So

---int:..counseiorS to be able co understand this and to have techniques

fr :he' students to use both in choosing.a career and in choosing an

for fulfilling that- career.

Ar putting the last touches on Climate for Creativity, I am

write another article or book called The Peril s of the Creative

Y1,--:H. I am confidant that there will be a lot of empathy for

next one, it being a stimulating topic.. Almost everyone feels like

tive subordinate and has experiencei many of the things described

st:clt as t:le twelve golden rules on how to kill creativity), but no one
.

that he has done any of these things to anyone else. Yet from

in research findings and from those of others, I was led to write

after a West Point leadership conference, entitled "Needed:

1,eders Who Facilitate Creativity"; we apparently have only a precious

7';:: such men.

have said that organizations are at their-absolute best on Very

routine matters, but often at their absolute worst on highly creative,
I

important matters. HOW to troubleshoot the malfunctioning organization-

al and leader behaviors when creativity arises is the subject of another

prospective article of mine. But who is there to do this troubleshooting

in each organization?

I have sketched a,chart about incentive systems. It suggests that

70;1 can get anger and pain from the organization, or the organization
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can be happy with you. If:you are not very fruitful,you are likely to

suffer a little pain' from the organization's mild anger. Therefore you

have to produce a little'ore to get out of trouble and hang, onto your

job--but most people can do this. Then if you become more fruitful, you

are more and more rewarded. However, you may soon find that beyond some

point you start doing too much--and then the rewards start to diminish.

If you then work harder and do even more, you start getting into painful-

reward territory again. If you keep trying harder and producing more,

the organization makes things more and more painful for you, so that

eventually you and the organization have to part company. How can an

organization be designed to function so that when a highly fruitful per-

son works for it, the organization can stand such fruitfulness and not

merely tolerate but positively reward every increase in fruitfulness

(as is described in the Parable of the Talents).

Most companies have a triangular-shaped organizational chart, with

several levels within the triangle. It is obvious from this shape that

there is not room for everyone at the top. The greatest creative poten-

tial in any organization is likely to be where the greatest number of

minds are, which is usually at the bottom level. So in our educational

system, the greatest creative potential is in the total group of teach-

ers. However, if you include the vast group of students as.part of the

organization, then it is obvious that the greatest total potential crea-

tive mindpower lies with them.

If you can teach teachers to function effectively as catalysts for

creativity in their students, so they spark creativity in their students,
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'we will admire you greatly. In fact, if you are doing it, you will be

such a rare bird that\we will want to come and study you-and the teach-
,

ers that you produce. \

How to Kill CreativityTwelve Golden Rules

Let me finish by listig Twelve Golden Rules reflecting what we know

about climate for creativity. ` nfo.7tunately, what we know is that we

do not have climates ideal for creati:.ity. So these rules show what we

haVe learned by studying existing organizaeis, which, is how to kill

creativity.

1. Assume there is only one intelligence or academic type of
talent, only one type of giftedness (and thereby do not let
any creative talents function--schools have been good at this).

2. As supervisors or teachers, ignore scientific research results
about creative talents.

3. Teach the best and-shoot the rest!

4. Keep doing what was done to your ideas--and even do it more so.

5. Bevery human- -react quickly and negatively to new ideas.

6. If you don't understand it, oppose it.

7. Keep. the rule going: "The more highly creative the idea, the
more likely it will be in trouble."

8. Fail to try opportunities--which is better than to try oppor-
tunities and maybe fail.

9. Organize creatives in (under your controls)--or organize them
out, i.e., ostracize them.

10. Design all possible features into an organization that stifleor kill creativity.

11. Have a deadly negative incentive system for creative personsand ideas.
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'12. Jealously guard and keep the prerogative only to yourself to
plan; to think, and to create. In other words, reserve the
right to be the only tal-mted person around and,dontt.let any-
one else display any of their talents--at least, not to any
noticeable or threatening degree.
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PRECISION TEACHING: A SYSTEM FOR CLASSROOM EVALUATION

Thomas C. Lovitt

That some type of measurement is necessary in education is becoming

more and more obvious. For, unless teachers measure what they profess

to teach, they will never know what they have taught tc.whom: Further-

more, unless administrators receive such data from their teachers, they

will be unable to evaluate then accurately.

Apart from these fundamental reasons for measurement, data are be-

ing demanded more and more by the public. Today is the "age of account-

ability." No longer can schools pass levies without a milo-i-eff6rt...

People want to know what their monies are buying. They want to know

whether the schools being built are functional and if the high teachers'

salaries given have an impact on the development of children.
--;

The government is beginning to take a closer look at education and

the expenditures they allocate to education. One example is the govern-

ment's concern over the Head Start program. The government.asked the

Westinghouse Corporation and the University of Ohio to evaluate these

efforts. The subsequent evaluation seemed to indicate that many Head

Start programs had little effect on preschool-age children.

Thomas C. Lovitt is an Associate Professor in the ExperimentalEducation Unit at the University of Washington.
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A few years ago, there would not 'have been evaluations of such pro.'

gra7,s. Tn the early sixties, money was more abundant; a simple request

for money was enough to receive a grant. The educational enterprise

would not have been asked to substantiate its progress to any great

extent.

Today, whether we advocate measurement or not is academic, because

more and more' evaluations will occur. That the involvement of measure-

ment is on the increase is not disturbing; the concern is for. the type

of, measurement that can be recommended. Ordinarily, educationalmea-

surement has consisted of the administration of an intelligence test,

aptitude test, or ar..hievement test. This type of measurement could be

characterized as being indirect, infrequent, and expensive.

These tests are often only indirectly related to the behavior that

is to be measured. If, for example, shoe-tying or table manners are the

behaviors to be investigated, a Social Adjustment Scale is sometimes

scheduled. Or, if descriptive language is the behavior to be measured,

a standardized language test is occasionally arranged. If reading or

math are the behaviors of concern, an achievement test may be given.

When certain standardized tests are administered, it is often assumed

that the behavior being taught is the same as that being measured. Ob-
.

viously, this could be an erroneous belief.

Furthermore, when standardized tests are used to assess behavior,.

they are infrequently administered. Achievement tests, for example,

are given once or twice a year. Two intelligence tests could be ,given

in six years. Compared to this, cooks, bartenders, and sportsmen mea-



sure more often. More measurement is used to bake salmon, mix martinis,

and play golf than to educate children.

This type of measurement is also expensive, because, in order to

administer many intelligence or achievement tests, the administrator

must take special courses. Generally, graduate courses concerned with

the administration of the WISC, Stanford-Binet, or other psychometric

instruments are provided.

The principles of precision teaching offer an alternative approach

to measurementmeasurement chat is direct.frequent, and inexpensive.

Direct, in that the first dictum of precision teaching is to "say it

like it is." If the behavior of concern is naming letters, blends, or

nouns, these behaviors should be measured There would be no need for

an achievement or aptitude test.

Precision teaching advocates recommend that frequent measures or

behavior be. obtained. Performance sometimes varies over a period of time;

therefore, any single measure may not provide an accurate description of

someone's behavior. Important educational decisions, such as whether to

skip a child a grade or to place him in a special education class, should

not he based on a single assessment of behavior.

Precision teaching techniques are inexpensive. Teachers can mea-

sure performance without costly materials or extra courses. They need

only a pencil, paper, and a few basic notions about observing and chart-

ing. Indeed, children, even professors, can use precision teaching tech-

niques to measure

Once a behavior has been defined, it must be counted each day F-or

a period. of time. If, for example, the teacher is recording the ties
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Li child hits another child from 9:00 to IMO, he would maka Jark each

ime the child hit someone, the divide the total by 60. r.is figure'

would be the rate of the child's hits per miLite. This rat:, then

plotted -n chart .paper. When academic behaviJrs are assess,-?.(2 two daily

ragas are obtained, one pertaining to correct answers and to errors.

This form of direct, frequent, and inexpJnsive measure -ant furnish

es The teacher with vital information about his class--the-7,7ay he and

his students interact; whether he is. or is net successful. Although

there are numerous ways in which these data assist teachers to explain

events in their classes, five examples only will be discussA.

One function of measurement is that the teacher can leal-n about

himself. Such an example is a project conducted by a sixt;-- .racle teach

er. Her concert was the number of times she related to her pupils; she

w-anted to know the number of times each day she interacted . ± them

regarding- nonschool topics. A nonschool topic was, for ex.i.m ie, a dis

cussion v:th a boy regarding his last week's fishing trip, a talk with

a girl aLp:: her ?lens for the coming weekend.

Duri, the first phase of this project, the teacher simpiy -Lleasure:d

the e:. to : to which she interacted with pupils; no attempt was made to

aster r.te at which this behavior occurred, She measured

r the 7- t:L1 school day--250 minutes. (The length of the obser- ation

period i6 te:1 on the chart by the record floor, the broken lin that

extends fro: Lhe rate .004. The record floor is determined by , iirg

one by the length of the session. In this case 1 1 250 = .004.; ae

interaction was tallied each time she talked wish a different 'T. -

If she talked with one pupil, then talked with ',dim again, only tally
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.would be made. Throughout this phase, her median rate of interacting

was .036, or about nine engagements per day--250 x .036 = 9 (see Fig. 1).
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Throughout the second phase, a contingency was arranged. This con-

tingency specified that. if her interacting rate was above .11, then the

next lay she would be allowed a full half hour lunch period. Otherwise,

she wrpuld.have to eat in 15 minutes, leave
the lunchroom, a;ld return to

her classroom. This rate of .11 was based on the total membership of

her clas,s; if she contacted all 27 members of her class in a day, the'
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rate would be .11 (27 t 250 = .fl). The data from this second phase

indicate that on 16 days she was successful--all 27 members of her class

were contacted at least once. The median interaction rate during this

second phase vas .11.

Other teacher behaviors that could be assessed would be the fre-

quency that reprimands or compliments are dispensed or the number of

pages or problems that are assigned each day. Teachers could also mea-

sure one of their behaviors, such as giving praise, along with a pupil

behavior, such as oral reading. By manipulating the teacher's behavior,

the instructor could determine whether that behavior influenced the

pupil's performance.

A second way in which data may be used is to evaluate varioasvin-

structional techniaues and procedures. In one project, the purpose was

to determine the effect of verbalizing math problems prior to making a

writ-ten response. This experiment was composed of three phase's.

During the first phase, the pupil was assigned 20 math problems of

the type - 2 = 6. He was simply instructed to write down his an-

swers. After the session he was thanked and sent back to his class; no

additional feedback,or.consequence was provided.

Throughout the second phase of the study, the boy was again given

a sheet of 20 problems daily of the same class as before. Nola, howver,

he was asked to verbalize the problem and the answer prior to writing

his answer. Following this phase, the conditions were arranged as they

had been in the first phase. The pupil again simply wrote down his an-

swer; he was not required to verbalize the problem.
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The results of this project indicated that during the first :rase,

the pupil's median correct rate Was 3.5 responses Per minute, while his

.T7.ediar, error rate was 18,0 per ilinute. Throughout the second phase,

when he verbalized the problem prior to answering it, his median correct

rote was 9.0 and his median error rate was 2,5. In the final phase,

when verbalization was no longer required, his median correct rate rose

to 18.0 answers .per minute, anci his error rate

,minute (see Fig. 2).
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A three-phase experiment such as the above could be used to evalu-

ate a number of teaching'aids. During the first phase, performance could

be measured without an aid cr instructional device; then, throughout the

second phase, the aid would be scheduled. Finally, if the pupil's per-

formance improved in the second phase, a third phase would be scheduled

to determine if the improved pserformance would maintain itself once thk,;

aid was withdrawn. Using such a three-phase design, instructional aids

such as the number line, abacus, a-4 color cues could be evaluated.

A third way in which data can serve the teacher is to determine

the effects of scie contingency or rule on pupil performance. Teachers

often arrange such relationships as, "If your work is finished; then you

can go out for recess." The effects of such contingencies are, however,

rarely measured.

A project illustrating how an arranged or contingent eve.pt canGbe

evaluated dealt with a boy's saying rasty words. During the first phase

of the project, the teacher simply recorded the rate at which this be-

havior occurred. She counted each. nasty word episode throughout the en-

tire School day--330 minutes. The data revealed that ehe rate at which

these utterances occurred ranged from .0 to .03 (10 per day).

The teacher -had observed during the first phase that the subject

often asked his friend, Curtis, whether, he liked him or not. Curtis was

very matter-of-fact; if the subject was "good," he reported that; if

"bad," that also was revealed. The teacher made use of this informa-

tion throughout 0,It modification phase the project. She consulted

Curtis and told him that each time the subject uttered one of his sayings,

1
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Curtis. was to go to him, tell him he did not like to be near him when

he said " ," and leave. Curtis was also told that if, after a.

period, the subject came to him and spoke of something "socially accept

able," he was to return to his seat behind the subject.

The data throughout the modification phase indicated that Curtis's

withdrawing, contingent on .a nasty comment, was a successful arrangement.

On some days only one occurrence of the nasty talk was recorded (.003),

and on most days no infractions were recorded. Only on one day, during

'the modification period, was the rate as high as .008 (three incidents).

On that day, the subject was provoked by a new classmate (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3--Effect of a contingent event on pupil behavior
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By using a similar design, a number of consequences arranged by

school personnel could be evaluated. By scheduling first a phase without

the contingency, then one where a consequence is arranged, the effective-

ness of contingent praise, tokens, or, leisure time could be evalUated.

A fourth way in which measurement may serve school personnel is co

facilitate communication between the tea-her and the administration.

Often principals or directors of special education are more'concerned

with overall group performance than with the behavior of spedific pupils.

In the, example project, correct rate ranges and medians and error rate

ranges and medians are provided for a group of nine children in a re- ,

medial. reading class,,,These data represent the pupils' performance

from the programed Sullivan reading series (see Fig. 4).

In the first phase, the children-were in a remedial reading class.

While ih this class they were taught a number of self-management skills,

such as how to correct their answers, count the number of correct and

error responses, calculate the amount of time they were engaged in the

program, calculate correct and error rate, plot these rates, and evaluate

their daily performances. Then, in the second phase of the project,

they were ret:Irned to their regular classroons. While in their class-

rooms they-continued to work in -the Sullivan program, employing many of

the self-manageMent procedures,learnedin the remedial classroom. In

the third phase, the remedial class was used as a 6ontingency. If a

pupil's correct and error,rates for a given day met certain specifica-

tions, he could go back to the remedial class and play with various toys

or games.
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Although no individual performance is reflected in these charts,

group data provide the principal or the special education director

with the-general trend of a class. Group decisions, then, can be made

on the basis of these data, such as whether to enr011 another-child in

"class or whether to provide the teacher with an aide or special

equipment.

Another-way that data may serve the teacher is to assist him to

communicate with parents. Confrontations with parents, particularly

parents of exceptional children, can be traumatic. Often, there are
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few positive comments the teacher can make about a child in special

education. Many parents have heard such comments as their child hits

too math or does not read enough all too often. However, if direct and

continuous measurements are kept, steady progress over a period of time

can be seen; furthermore, the measurements are less prone to elicit sub-

1\1
jective or emotional responses from either the teacher or the parent.

The form shown here is a portion of the communication system that

we use at the Curriculum Research Classroom of the Experimental Education

Unit to communicate with parents (see Fig. 5). Although numerous inter

views with parents precede sending out such a chart, the form shown here

is one that is sent home each week. The summary sheet simply indicates

the correct and error rate for each program the child is working on.

Your child's progress for the past week is summarized below.

Please come in to the classroom at any time if you would like to see
what your child is worlIng on and charts of his daily performance.

Correct Rate Error Rate

Oral Reading

Phonics

Spelling.

Addition

Subtraction

New Programs:

Comments:

Fig. 5--Pupil progress summar s%leet for parents
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The special education director or principal can play an extremely

important part in maintaining such a measurement system. One way to

promote measurement would be to request that data be kept. Some prin-

cipals, when presenting the notion of measurement to their teachers,

offer it in the same way they would describe a new phonics method or a

new way to teach language. It is often presented as another technique,

another gimmick. When teachers hear this kind of a presentation, many

say, "Well, measurement is the thing this year. It was Words-in-Color

last year; I wonder what it'll be next year." It is very doubtful that

many teachers, if the presentation is of this type, will actually take

up the challenge, get out their pencils and charts, and begin measuring.

None of us is any more precise than we have to be; therefore, measure-

ment should be presented as a necessity, not as an option. To a great

extent, teachers should be allowed to teach what they want, the way they

believe it should be taught. They should, however, be required to mea-

sure that which they profess to teach.

A second way a principal or special education director could main-

tain a measurement system would be to reinforce teachers for measuring.

Often, principals seem to reinforce teachers for quiet rooms, attractive

bulletin boards, and detailed lesson plans. Teachers and teaching would

improve were administrators to, instead, reinforce teachers for using

measurement.

The final and most important way that an administrator could main-

tain such a system would be to use measurement himself. Principals, for

example, could measure teacher, pupil, or parent contacts, interactions
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with ancillary personnel, and calls to the central office. Most educa-

tional suggestions, if made by administrators
or the lay public, often

directly involve classroom teachers. Whatever the suggestion, in the
final analysis its implementation is generally up to the teacher. This
is certainly the case when measurement is concerned. The teacher should
not be the only one to measure, however,

because principals, directors
of pupil personnel,

parents, professors, and everyone concerned with
the school process should measure.

The alternatives to an educational system based on measurement are
obvious. Without measurement, educators are at the mercy of Rickovers,
Raffertys, Bettelheims, and their kind. Without continuous and. direct

measurement, educational change will continue to be based on folklore,
whim, and speculation.



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SERVICE AGENCIE:

Jack W. Birch

Three new accountability
processes are emerging, to my knowledge.

You may be aware of others. If so, I hope they can be described in

later discussion.

The one that is being talked about most is called performance con-
tracting. Almost everyone has heard about the Texarkana contract with
the U.S. Office of Education and the private farm, Dorsett Educational
Systems. The objective of the contracted performance is to prevent

dropouts in local school systems by increasing the school achievement of

academically retarded pupils.

The first test results on Texarkanals
guaranteed performance pro-

ject showed achievement gains for the students and profits for Dorsett.
The results from the standardized tests administe-ied after 60 Of the 80
hours of prescribed

instruction confirmed evidence of the earlier spot-
check. Students hac. gained 2.2 grade levels in reading and 1.4 in math-
ematics. The dropou: rate for the program has been low. Starting with
400 students, only four youngsters had left the contracted program com-
pared to 75 in a con=trol group.

Jack W. Birch is Dean of the School of Education at the Universityof Pittsburgh.



Dor..;ett encer,.c: into another guara:lteed performance con-

tract witi, iexark.ana's Model Cities program. That firm is supplying

basic adult education to more than 100 actual dropouts. Dorsett will be

paid $200 for each student who passes a general education high school

equivalency test the first time around. They will be paid nothing if

students do not pass, and something less than the maximum if they pass

the second tine around.

Dorsett uses leisure and tangible prizes like transistor radios as

incentives. Teachers who do well may opt to get company stock. The

company relies heavily on audio - visual teaching machines.

Another and perhaps more comprehensive test of accountability, or

payment on the basis of performance for delivering instruction, is in

the making right now in San Diego, California. The school board has

signed a contract with McGraw- hill's Educational Development laboratory

tp improve language skills and reading levels -for some 9660 minority

children. The contract with the educational development laboratory is

for 1.4 million dollars; it calls for instructional materials, inservice

teacher training, and consultation.

As another example, the state of Virginia has planned to fund con-

tracts with private firms along the line of the Texarkana accountability

project to raise educational levels of disadvantaged children, chiefly

black children. The contract would be let by the State Board of Educa-

tion, and contracts would be signed with firms guaranteeing to upgrade

achievement for specific time spans upon penalty of foregoing payment.

Underlying the Virginia plan seemz to be concern with the flow of whites

from public to private schools. White parents are claiming that the
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influx of black pupils with low achievement has lowered the quality of

public schools. The state of Virginia is seeking federal funding, at

least in the beginning stages of this contract.

Performance contracts have reached the coll.:se level, too, Twelve

faculty members at John Tyler Community College in Chester, West Virginia,

have signed performance
agreements specifying that their teaching will

produce specific, measurable results in their students. Each of the

teachers agreed that he would be able to produce evidence that the stu

dents in his class could master the objectives of the -_ourse. The

twelve teachers are members of the Humanities Department; and only those

faculty members in the department who participate in the program will be

eligible for special salary increments.

A second accountability process is the voucher plan. Although, the

system was designed primarily for elementary school children, it could

be adapted to any school program, including all kinds of special. educa
tion programs. The voucher system could operate on a sliding scale, with

lowincome students receiving vouchers worth considerably more than middle
or highincome students. This would act as an incentive for schools to

enroll more lowincome students, because they get paid more for them.

In order to qualify as a voucher institution, the school would he

required first to charge no tuition other than the voucher; second, to

admit all who ar.7nly as long as space is available; third, to operate with
out discriminat on by,race or other factors; and fourth, the school would
be required to disclose a wide variety of information about school opera

tions to the voucher agency ant to the public. Some kind of local agency,
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government and issue the vouchers.

Under another modification of the voucher system, everyone would re-

ceive vouchers worth the same amount of money--a free market Lystem. In

either case, parents would be given a wide choice of schools, 7ouL scr.)ols

would have relatively small choice as to the pupilLs they took. Undur a

voucher system, parents who did not like the practices in one school sys-

tem could simply withdraw their children and enroll them in another school

more suited to their particular eoucational philosophy.

The Catholic parochial Schools are interested in a voucher approach,

too. A National Catholic Education Association report released to the

press just at the time of their state convention in May showcd that

twenty-three states have some form of law for state aid to parochial

schools, and twenty-five have legislation either before the legislature

or eing considered for future introduction. Major victories were scored

for state support of Catholic education in Connecticut, Ohio, and Rhode

Island in 1969. Proposed laws are mostly for the purchase of services or

for a tuition voucher system.

Pennsylvania's Governor Shafer has signed legislation alloca: Ag 14

percent of that state's 18 percent sales tax on cigarettes for pu7-Aase

of educational service from nonpublic schools. Pennsylvania is current-

ly providing 4.8 million dollars to purchase service from nonpublic

schools. They money will be used to pay teachers' salaries, for texts,

and for other materials of instruction, Pennsylvania's law is now .,)e-

fore the U.S. Supreme Court for a constitutionality test.
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This purchase of service from parochial schools, like many other

schemes involving payment of cost for children attending private schools,
really involves only a rudimentary kind of accountability. it is much

il±SS sophisticated than the performance
contract approach; the same can

be said for any voucher scheme proposed so far.

The third accountability process being discussed is based on a con-

cept called educational auditing. This plan calls for assigning an edu-

cational expert, or auditor to analyze a given program as it is going on.

The audit is tailored to the program. The focus is on being sure that

the program's objectives are defined operationally and in measurable
fprm. The auditor then maintains a continuing surveillance on the output

of the project in relation to its costs and objectives. This approach

has not vet really
been applied, but some talk has gone on about it in a

number of professional
organizations and in the U.S. Office of Education.

It would be in a sense a projection, or a redefinition and extension, of

project moni:or pattern now operative in the Office of Education,

:hough on a much more substantial scale. It would be much more inten-

sive and much more structured than the project monitor pattern.

Don Davies has said that "accountability will soon replace rele-

vance as the in word amongst educators. I hope this is a reliable tip

for two reasons. First, along with most people, I am stuffed to the

eyeballs with relevance, irrelevance, semirelevance and pseudorelevance

for people, programs, projecs, and promises. Second, and more important,

accc,ouz:ability, I hope, will be more than in word, more than just a
//

current fashion in semantics. I hope it will be an operative concept, a

concert that comes to grips with a notion that too many schoolmen have



too long rejected; namely, the notion that schools card colleges should

shoulder the responsibility for the learning successes or failures of

their students. This concept of accountability calls for a revamping

of some of our thinking about the roles of educational personnel in edu-

cational institutions at all levels. It links student performance with

teacher performance; it implies precise educational goals. It forecasts

the measurement of achievement. It means, in effect, that schools and

colleges will be judged by how they perform, not by what they promise.

it means shifting primary 1tlarning responsibility from the atudent to

the schools."

According to Davies, "the word accountability can be interpreted

in several ways. For instance, there is such a thing as accountability

to taxpapers; there is such a thing as accountability to the Congress

and the state and local legislative bodies. I have no objection to

making the schools accountable to taxpayers or legislators, but I am

calking about another type of accontability, the kind that holds teach-

ers, aides, principals, superintendents, and school board members ac-

countable for the educational achievements of all of their clients:

those who come to school well prep..:: . to internalize its benefits and

those who have nothing in their backgrounds that would equip them for a

successful learning experience. We are moving, moving toward making

teacher training institutions and local school districts accountable

to the community for the quality of L.d..c.ional services delivered and

making teachers accountable for wha children, learn."

This, I submit, has some relat_or_ship to what American education

is all about. The topics in the seemed to me to focus too



mach on where services come from, eitierutii,' or privLI:c agencies.

would 0t2 easier is t_:.at were really t.-,e ozly concern, OulJ be

easier if tsat were even ti:e concern, but that 2.2nsion is f-r

from the only Oile.

There are many zvencie's that are not easily classified as public

or private; unu it is getting more and more difficult to distinguish

among them. for instance, the federally supported educational labora-

tories now join in partnership mi major peblishln5 companies and can

share in the royalties of sales of instructional materials. When tnis

occurs, tne line between public and private agencies has become ,:ery,

very fuzzy.

We are only now beginning to see the entrance of the private sector

into the education of Landicapped and normal children. The encourage-

ment of such moves can come from the U.S Congress. Let me call your

attention to comprehensive federal legislation now pending on something

that is going to be very important to aA of you as well as all general

educators: that is what is being called "early childhood services."

There are a number of House versions; but 'house Resolution 16265, which

is sponsored by Representative Gerald Ford, a Republican from the state

of Michigan and the House minority leader, seems to have major backing

for ir.s passage.

Its sponsors suggest that this legislation will spur the develop-

ment of a comprehensive network of eary childhood services to meet the

national needs. The legislation seeks to strengthen the new Office of

Child Development. It would consolidate all early childhood education
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Robert Mitchell, who is a Republican Representative from lilinois, re-

centiy stated on the House floor that the eventual annual cost of such

chit L development services would reach $22 billion by 1975. Mitchell

has called for federal help in pump-priming such services by the private

sector. A concept underlying the whole approach is that all parents

would pay as much as they are able of the costs of services used by

their children. The sliding fee scale proposed in the bill assures this.

it would also mean that the overwhelming proportion of federal funds

will be used to enable economically disadvantaged children to partici-

pat.o in early childhood programs.

The Republican party strategy appears to be to encourage private

enterprise, entrepreneurs, working mothers, unions, and semipublic in-

stitutions, such as hospitals,, to provide services. Such private child

care centers would be required to meet the same high standards as-

vail for public and privatC nonprofit programs.

Almost as if to answer the national need, a large-scale early

childhood development franchise operation has appeared on the scene.

The Dunbar Franchise Corporation, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, for example,

calls for entrepreneurs "to profit handsomely by being among the first

to meet this critical and expalding national,needf with our team of in-

ternationally respected educators at your side."

The franchise calls for a $27,000 investment for a turnkey facility,

which the franchisers say is valued at approximately $150,000. By a

turnkey facility is meant one that is fully ready for operation when the
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chise companies are saying they are prepared to offer a completely oper--

ational setup. There are at- least three such companies now in operation

nationally. All of them have outstanding, nationally recognized profes-

sional educators and scholars as consultants. They have designed the

programs, and they are there to train the supervisors and personnel.

This represents a real private enterprise approach to the last frontier

of American public education, the teaching of preschool-age-children:

It seems to me that there is hard evicince that the trend is toward c..c-

1,anding educational services from private agencies., We are all familiar

with the traditional services that have been purchased from the private

sector.

Publishing houses supply textbooks. We buy instructional materials

and movies from the private sector. In education, we have always bought

housing and instructional facilities from the private sector. Food ser-

vices and transportation
are commonly bought from private firms.

The move now, though, is toward the purchase of something much more

fundamental. It i.'toward the purchase of educational diagnosis and in-

struction itself. This is the new move I refer to when I say we are

moving toward the-private sector in 'the purchasing of services.

The Nixon Administration's desire to build accountability for

learning into school systems is a matter nobody can.fail to applaud.

Also, nobody can deny that it looks like such a trend would suggest

the development of a new behavior.industry."-,The new industry would
1

train teachers and paraprofessionals: train them to motivate, guide,
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anc measure learning. It would advise and monitor school systems. Per-

haps there is no other way if we are really going to improve the schools.

A very good friend and colleague from whom I have learned a great

deal, Dr. Godfrey D. Stevens, reminded me not long ago that we have

never known a teacher to be charged,by a pupil or a parent with mal-

practice. And only very rarely have wt known a teacher to be charged

with incompetence by fellow teachers or supervisors. Now, we speculate,

perhaps that is because we really have no useful standards for judging

the product when we accept delivery of the most important services of

all--instructional services--from public or private sources.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

Melton C. Martinson

share the concerns that a number of you have indicated in terms

iota: change takes place:ithin any organization or group. Now I haVe

sorie rather specific reactions related to accountability and the neces-

si y for it.

Ask yourself rather specific question: Did I contribute to the

problems we have just discussed or did I contribute to the solution? If.

were to subject our own behavior during the last'few days to. the same

kind of scrutiny or accountability that we are suggesting other people

ubjecc themselves to, what kind of data would we get? In other words,

how-many of us will exercise the luxury ofleaving this meeting today.

and going back and complaining about it some-,..me in the future when in

f;:ct, we had numerous opportunities over the past few days to initiate

and participate in doing something about it.

If, in fact, :I as an outsider were to judge our concern with the

problems to which we are addressing.ourselves by the degree of partici-.

potion within this roomas compared to that of the general congregation

of the conference, I would see a very poor representation of our concern

itfa those problems. If, in fact. I were going to collect data on the

Melton C.Martinson is an Associate ProfeSsor in the Departmentof Special Education at the UniVersity of Oregon.
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kind of participation from the concerned people in this room, I would

have some rather definite concerns about the legitimacy of some of the

things we have said. As I indicated to quite a number of you last night,

I share 'the concern for the apathy and psychological detachment that is

quite common in professional meetings of this kind.

I would like to make an analogy relating to the unfortunate occa-

sion several years ago when.Martift Luther King was assassinated. We

happened to be participating in a meeting in Washington, D.C., at the

time. When the meeting became rather disrupted, as you recall, you

could observe some interesting behavior on the part of many of the pro-

fessional people gathered in that room. We persisted in talking about

learning and the management of behavior. I suspect that we were so much

engrossed in talking about yesterday's research and theorizing in what

might be the case tomorrow that today was right outside the door and we

did not know what to do with it.

The reason this occurred to me is that the University of Oregon,

as is the case at a number of other institutions, is not presently hay-

ing classes. The students and faculty are gathered together in open

discussions to specify the issues and then to arrive at some resolutions,

so that we can reenter the more formal educational process, one hopes,

on a much more'substantive baSis. Many of my thoughts of.past days

were over on the campus; but here I was, sitting in this room listening

Classes were suspended after the killing of four students at
Kent State University by National Guardsmen.
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to people talking. I must admit to an active curiosity as to what was

going on in the "outside world."

In terms of some of the remarks that have been made, I think that

we come to meetings such as this far too concerned with having people

provide answers for us. I would suggest that too frequently there are

two naive groups of people in colleges and universities. The first

group consists of those faculty members who think their mission in life

is merely to provide answers for people. It seems their most critical

concern should be, rather, to get people to ask questions in the first

place, to engage in an orderly process to develop and decide between

alternatives- -i.e., to equip them to arrive at their own answers in a

rational, problem-solving fashion. Too frequently, as consultants

traveling across the country, we duplicate the first group's attitude

under the guise of consultation. To get back to colleges and univer-

sities, I am convinced that the second group of naive people consists

of those students who are willing to let the faculty get away with that

kind of foolishness.

The question I would ask again, if you were collecting accounta-

bility data on this conference, is, What percentage of your time did

you spend interacting professionally with resource personnel or other

colleagues? Be honest. Mentally chart your involved behavior. What

contributions have you made to this rational, problem-solving process?

Student participation is excellent. However, I see little point

in having students operate as a separate group. The organization of this

institute, in fact, is diametrically opposed to that. Your student rep-

resentatives spent a year organizing this conference. The intent of
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the short presentations, with each speaker given about twenty minutes,

was to present varying views related to each area. More in-depth inter-

change was to be carried on in the afternoon discussion groups. The

students planned for an integral involvement of all groups.

The critical "business of the day" was to be transacted in the dis-

cussion groups. I would wager that the participation of concerned people

in those discussion groups would be about the same percentage as the con-

gregation we have represented here this morning. Back to my basic query,

Where were we when the war was going on?

My response tc that question would take me back to my experience in

Washington. We hav, an unfortunate tendency to spend too much time talk-

ing about yesterdayr7, research and dreaming and theorizing about -tomorrow,

when in many cases are ill equipped to do business today.

This conference, unfortunately, is not much different. We; in es-

sence, did that very thing. We gather together at the end to talk about

what might have been when yesterday we did not enter actively'into'a

process for which many of us are responsible.

In conclusion, I would welcome any suggestions you may have in terms

of the development of a prototype model for a national consortium pro-

ject. On that, I would say that we are in what I would call a,"Put up

or shut up" position. We have every opportunity to interject our ideas

and make any suggestion that we think is reasonable, that would have

Some positive impact on the characteristics or efficiency of our train-

ing programs. There is no distinction made between staff and students.

I would strongly encourage you to send in any of these suggestions.

If you have some that you do not send in, and your suggestion does not
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happen, it is your own fault; so do not complain to somebody next year

because it did not happen.

I have appreciated the courtesy and contributions of the partici-

pants. I would like to recognize the contribution of the speakers and

discussion leaders for providing the opportunity for a very productive

interchange. We at the University of Oregon hope you will stop hack.

I will quote from Cervantes' Don Quixote, having to do with Don Quixote's

man servant going off into the dusk to d, "that whici. no man could do

or him." Cervantes' literary imagery may be misleading, but we have

the same problem in a sense. -e each must go off int:7) the night to do

what no man can do for us, and ',Ahat no consortium, .1f, can do

7'or us. either.
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